
Antique sale 847 to be held on 22nd February

INDEX AND ORDER OF SALE START LOT

22nd of February
Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue 1
Sale starts at 10am

22nd of February
European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware 401
Not Before 12.30pm

22nd of February
Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets, Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc 551
Not before 1.15pm

22nd of February
Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints 801
Not before 2.30pm

22nd of February
Clocks and Scientific Instruments 851
Not before 3pm

22nd of February
Rugs and Carpets 881
Not before 3.15pm

22nd of February
Antique and Fine Quality Furniture 931
Not before 3.30pm

PUBLIC VIEWING

Friday 17th February 9am - 5pm

Saturday 18th February 9am - 12 noon

Monday 20th February 9am - 5.30pm

Tuesday 21st February 9am - 7pm

IMPORTANT NOTICES

PHONE BIDS Limited telephone bidding is available for Antique auctions, please ensure lines are booked by
no later than 5pm Tuesday, prior to the Auction.

BIDDING Prior to bidding you will be required to register for a Paddle Number, two forms of identity with
proof of address and a home telephone number will be required.

COMMISSION Buyers Premium of 20% plus vat (24% inclusive) is payable on the hammer price of every lot.

PAYMENT Payment is welcome by debit card. Payment by cheque is not accepted.

CLEARING Clearing of items is allowed during the auction except furniture and rugs

DELIVERY For delivery of furniture we recommend Libbys Transport 01306 886755 or mobile 07831
799319
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue

Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order

1 A silver engine turned square trinket box with floral rim, London 1975, maker Asprey & Co, 9cm, 216 grams
£100-150

2 A silver hip flask with silver cup base, Birmingham 1928, 120 grams, 9cm £70-90

3 A Persian white metal coffee jug decorated with scrolling flowers 18cm, 292 grams £80-120

4 A Victorian style rectangular silver snuff box with vacant cartouche, rubbed marks, 5cm, 40 grams £40-50

5 An Art Deco silver and shagreen cigarette case Birmingham 1936, 142 grams £50-75

6 A silver sovereign case Birmingham 1911, 20 grams £40-60

7 A William IV silver fiddle pattern ladle, London 1837, 214 grams £60-80

8 An Edwardian silver sovereign case Birmingham 1906, 19.5 grams £40-60

9 A cut glass mallet shaped decanter and stopper with silver collar, Birmingham 1994, 29cm £40-60

10 An Edwardian silver cigarette case Birmingham 1910 together with an engined turned rectangular silver
cigarette box, 13.5cm Birmingham 1926 £40-60

11 An Art Deco silver presentation cup London 1937, 198 grams, 13cm £40-60

12 A Chinese pierced silver bowl decorated with peony, possibly Wing Nan, 12cm, 98 grams £40-60

13 An Edwardian repousse silver 2 handled sugar bowl with acanthus decoration, Sheffield 1900, 446 grams
£150-200

14 A Victorian silver cream jug with demi fluted and acanthus decoration Sheffield 1900, 294 grams £80-120

15 A Georgian style silver cream jug on ball feet, Birmingham 1947, 90 grams £30-50

16 A repousse Sterling silver circular box decorated with figures and having a wooden interior 9cm, together with
a white metal hardstone inlaid trinket box £50-75

17 A silver 5 piece condiment Birmingham 1940, 1949, 100 grams £40-60

18 A silver and guilloche 3 part dressing table set comprising hand mirror, hair brush and clothes brush
Birmingham 1947 and a mounted comb £40-60

19 A sterling silver ladle, 130 grams £50-75

20 A matched canteen of George IV and Victorian silver fiddle and shell pattern cutlery comprising 6 table spoons,
6 dessert spoons, 6 dinner forks, 6 dessert forks, mixed dates and makers, all with an engraved crest, 2204
grams ( photo centre pages ) £700-900

21 A pair of Victorian silver servers with mother of pearl handles Sheffield 1899 and 5 spoons, 56 grams £40-60

22 A Victorian cast pierced silver photograph frame decorated with figures and birds Birmingham 1900, 20cm x
15cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-100

There is a tear and bend to the bottom left hand edge

23 An Art Deco silver engine turned cigarette box with inscription, London 1937, 12cm £40-60

24 A pair of Victorian silver sugar nips London 1865, 3 napkin rings and minor cutlery 144 grams £40-50

25 A silver plated repousse spill vase 16cm and minor plated wares £30-40

26 Six silver handled butter knives and minor plated cutlery £30-40

27 A part canteen of Edwardian silver Old English pattern cutlery comprising 1 basting spoon, 2 tablespoons, 5
tea spoons, 2 dessert forks and 2 dinner forks, London 1902, 722 grams £250-300

28 A cased set of 6 silver coffee spoons Sheffield 1932 and minor silver cutlery, 200 grams £50-75
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29 A set of 6 Edwardian pierced silver buttons Chester 1901, together with a napkin ring, box lid and mounted box
78 grams £50-75

30 A George III style silver ladle, 7 spoons, 176 grams £60-80

31 A silver backed dressing table mirror Birmingham 1945, minor silver mounted items £40-60

32 A silver napkin ring Birmingham 1943, 2 others, 60 grams £30-40

33 A silver vesta Birmingham 1919, 3 mounted items etc £40-60

34 An Art Deco oval silver pepper Birmingham 1936, a trophy cup, 2 dishes and minor items, 258 grams £70-90

35 An Edwardian silver rectangular photograph frame with ribbon crest, London 1905, 11cm x 15cm £40-60

36 A Queen Anne style baluster silver coffee pot with fruitwood handle, London 1979, 28cm, gross weight 992
grams ( photo centre pages ) £250-350

37 A silver mug of plain form, Sheffield 1926, 124 grams, 9cm £40-60

38 A George V silver trinket box of serpentine form on pad feet Birmingham 1912, 7cm £40-50

This lot is dented

39 A William IV silver ladle with engraved stem and whale bone handle, London 1834 £50-70

40 An Edwardian silver miniature chair London 1902, 6cm, 24 grams £30-40

41 A rectangular cast silver trinket box with interior lid, London 1978, 7cm, 84 grams £50-75

42 A sterling silver table lamp, a white metal dish weighable silver 164 grams £50-75

The lamp base is bent

43 A Continental repousse silver miniature model of a sofa, raised on cabriole legs decorated with figures 7cm, 50
grams £60-80

44 A quantity of silver plated lily pattern cutlery comprising 6 coffee spoons, 6 tea spoons, 6 dessert spoons, 6
soup spoons, 4 table spoons, 2 ladles, 6 dessert forks, 6 dinner forks, 6 cake forks, 6 dessert knives, 6 dinner
knives, a basting spoon, a pair of servers, a pair of fish servers, 6 fish knives and forks and a pair of asparagus
tongs £50-75

45 A quantity of silver plated lily pattern utensils including tongs, nips, candle snuffers etc £40-60

46 A quantity of silver plated lily pattern cutlery comprising 6 dinner knives, 5 dessert knives, 6 dinner forks, 6
dessert forks, 6 cake forks, 6 tea spoons, 6 coffee spoons, 6 grapefruit spoons, 4 table spoons, 6 soup
spoons, basting spoon, 6 dessert spoons and 2 ladles £40-60

47 A quantity of silver plated lily pattern cutlery and utensils including magnifying glass, tea strainer and stand,
ladle etc £30-50

48 A quantity of blue glass condiment liners £40-60

49 A silver brandy label Sheffield 1981, a silver fork and spoon, 55 grams and minor plated wares £30-40

50 A silver plated muffin dish and cover and minor plated wares £30-40

51 An oak canteen containing a set of silver plated cutlery for 6 £30-50

52 An oval silver plated galleried tray 64cm and minor plated wares £40-50

53 An Art Deco silver plated cocktail measure and minor plated wares £40-50

54 A modern canteen containing a set of silver plated lily pattern cutlery comprising 12 coffee spoons, 12 tea
spoons, 12 dessert spoons, 12 soup spoons and 3 table spoons together with 2 ladles £40-60

55 A modern canteen of silver plated lily pattern cutlery for 12 comprising 12 dessert forks, 12 dinner forks, 12
dinner knives, 16 dessert knives £40-60

56 A cased silver plated lily pattern carving set £30-40

57 A silver plated demi fluted coffee pot and minor plated wares £30-40

58 A pair of 19th Century silver plated coasters and minor plated wares £30-40

59 A silver engine turned compact Birmingham 1936, a white metal ditto and minor items £35-45
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60 An Edwardian silver plated bachelor's teapot and minor plated wares £30-40

61 A mid Victorian circular silver presentation salver with engraved inscription to Sir William Jenner Bart. "with the
best wishes of his most sincerely T J Wynn" with the recipients coat of arms, raised on ball feet.  Sir William
Jenner was physician in ordinary to Queen Victoria in 1862 and in 1863 physician in ordinary to The Prince of
Wales for which he was created a Baronet. London 1870, maker George Fox, 24cm, 632 grams ( photo centre
pages ) £400-600

62 A Victorian silver plated ink stand comprising 2 cut glass ink wells, 2 pen trays and a lidded box, raised on claw
feet 35cm £30-50

Both inkwells have chips

63 A Victorian circular embossed silver butter dish with glass liner Sheffield 1896 by James Dixon and Sons, 166
grams £40-60

64 A pair of Victorian silver knife rests London 1896, an oval silver nail buffer and a silver bangle £50-75

65 A silver baluster shaped tankard with inscription, Chester 1920, 128 grams £50-75

Some dents in places

66 A rectangular silver cigarette box with hinged lid, hallmarked Chester (marks rubbed) 5cm x 10cm x 8cm
£40-50

Some dents

67 A silver cigar lighter in the form of a Roman oil lamp on a circular base, London 1915 by the Goldsmiths and
Silversmiths Company, 220 grams ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

68 A Victorian silver cream jug with wavy border Birmingham 1900 together with a squat silver cream jug London
1915, 124 grams £50-75

69 A pair of silver sauce boats with bracketed border Birmingham 1926 and 1927, 448 grams £150-200

70 A Victorian shaped trinket box with planished decoration to the lid on cabriole supports, Birmingham 1887 by
Walker & Hall, 102 grams ( photo centre pages ) £70-90

71 A circular silver dish Birmingham 1922 8cm, silver mustard pot Birmingham 1937, 1 other (marks rubbed), a
silver pepper Birmingham 1933, 110 grams £50-80

72 A Georgian style silver cream jug Chester 1915 together with a Georgian style silver cream jug with sparrow
beak London 1916, 148 grams £60-80

73 Three Victorian cut glass dressing table jars with silver collars London 1856 (some chips and dents and
associated bases) together with a faceted cut glass hairpin bottle with silver collar £50-75

74 A Victorian silver plated 4 bottle tantalus, with 4 associated glass decanters and stoppers, complete with key,
on bun feet 30cm h x 36cm w x 13cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Plate is showing signs of wear in places, 1 decanter has a chip to rim, 2 others have minor chips to rims

75 A pair of silver candlesticks raised on circular spreading feet Birmingham 1926 13cm h, a silver trumpet
shaped vase with loaded base 19cm h and a Continental white metal candlestick 19cm h £60-80

One has damage to the base

76 A pair of Edwardian tortoiseshell finished hairbrushes and matching clothes brush £30-40

77 A Victorian silver Queens pattern pudding fork, a fiddle pattern pudding spoon, a jam spoon and 12 various
teaspoons, 296 grams £50-75

78 A silver cigarette case with engine turned decoration London 1930, 1 other with sun ray decoration,
Birmingham 1930, 204 grams £60-80

79 An Art Deco 3 piece silver condiment set comprising mustard and spoon and hinged lid, salt and pepper, all
with blue glass liners, Birmingham 1936 with Coronation hallmark, 108 grams £50-75
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80 A rectangular silver card case Birmingham 1914, 50 grams £40-60

81 A white metal bracelet, a Mexican 925 and enamelled necklet, a ditto pendant and ear studs £40-60

82 An open faced half hunter pocket watch with enamelled dial and Roman numerals, subsidiary second hand,
contained in a white metal case hung on a silver Albert chain £60-80

83 Three silver watch chain medallions, 22 grams £30-40

84 A Mary Terese crown mounted as a pendant, a Victorian 1892 crown, a gilt metal sovereign case and minor
costume jewellery £30-40

85 A silver propelling pencil in a hexagonal case and a Morden & Co propelling pencil £30-40

86 An amethyst pendant in a gilt metal mount hung on a gilt chain and a rabbits foot brooch £30-40

87 C H Borelli of Farnham, an open faced pocket watch contained in a silver case (f) together with 2 keys £30-50

88 Six modern dress watches £30-50

89 A silver curb link Langtree watch chain, hung 2 seals and 13 various charms - some silver and plate, gross
weight 96 grams £30-50

90 Two white metal sheckle bracelets, a bracelet and a ring £40-60

91 A white metal necklet, a 1977 925 silver Jubilee pendant hung on a fine chain, 6 charms, 3 brooches and a
small white metal bracelet £40-50

92 A Swan fountain pen, a Stevens no.2 S176 fountain pen in a green marbled case and a quantity of costume
jewellery £30-40

93 A Republic of Lima 1895 coin mounted as a brooch pendant, 2 small cameos (1f), a pair of micro mosaic
earrings, pair of blue hardstone earrings, an agate brooch and a lady's wristwatch contained in a 9ct gold case
£40-60

94 A mother of pearl necklet, 2 oval polished hardstone brooches and other minor costume jewellery £30-40

95 A Chinese polished metal box containing a lady's Seiko wristwatch in a gilt case and minor items of costume
jewellery £50-75

96 A five piece blue and white enamelled back dressing table set comprising pair of hair brushes, pair of clothes
brushes and a hand mirror £40-50

Damage to the enamel in places

97 A Waterman fountain pen with 15ct gold nib, a Parker fountain pen in a chrome case and 2 unmarked fountain
pens £30-50

98 A shaped silver pendant, a 925 curb link bracelet and a 925 chain, 48 grams, together with 4 925 rings £30-50

99 A quantity of various costume jewellery £30-50

100 A Georgian style silver boat shaped bowl with engraved decoration raised on a spreading foot, Sheffield 1919,
368 grams ( photo centre pages ) £120-150

101 A set of 5 silver Old English pattern coffee spoons Sheffield 1928 together with a set of 6 silver bladed butter
knives with mother of pearl handles Sheffield 1916, cased £40-50

102 A circular pierced silver pedestal bowl on a circular spreading foot, Sheffield 1975, 514 grams ( photo centre
pages ) £200-300

103 A Victorian and later matched silver tea service with demi-reeded decoration comprising twin handled sugar
bowl and cream jug, Sheffield 1851, teapot London 1898, gross weight 918 grams including wooden handle
and finial £200-300

104 A set of 5 tea knives with silver pistol grip handles, a pair of Georgian silver sugar tongs, silver backed hand
mirror, pair of clothes brushes, silver backed hair brush, comb, 2 silver brush backs and a pair of silver
candlesticks (f) £60-80
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105 A silver mounted walking cane, a walking stick and a horn handled stick £30-50

106 Two circular cut glass dressing table jars with silver lids (one with hole to lid), 2 rectangular ditto, scent bottle
with silver collar and a sugar caster with plated collar £40-60

107 A quantity of costume jewellery £50-75

108 A Tissot PR 516 wristwatch together with a Tissot Seastar quartz wristwatch, boxed £40-60

109 A quantity of various costume jewellery £50-75

110 A collection of costume jewellery, brooches, badges etc £30-50

111 A Berenex wristwatch, an Ingersoll wristwatch and a small quantity of costume jewellery £30-50

112 A quantity of costume jewellery, beads etc £30-50

113 An impressive matched pair of silver plated 5 light candelabrum 53cm x 42cm £80-120

One has a central finial missing

114 A pair of medals comprising British War medal and India General Service medal 1909, Calcutta issue, one bar
Afghanistan North West 1919 to Captain G.R. Coles 30th Lancers Indian Army (British War medal has been
renamed) £100-150

115 A group of 3 medals comprising British War medal, Victory medal to Captain H Grierson and Special
Constabulary Long Service Good Conduct medal to Commandant H Grierson £40-60

116 An Imperial German iron cross second class £40-60

117 A replica General Service medal 1962-2007 with 2 bars Malay Peninsular and Dhofar to X4263447 SAC L.R.H
Nunn RAF, in a presentation case with miniature and medal ribbon £30-50

118 A silver and enamelled Past Presidents badge for the Retail Newsagents Book Sellers Association, presented
to Mr J Forester Scottish President 1932, Birmingham 1931, cased £30-50

119 A Charles I half crown and a Charles I shilling £100-150

120 Two Elizabeth I sixpences £60-80

121 A Henry VII half groat and an Edward III groat £80-120

122 A George II sixpence together with 2 Victorian crowns £90-120

123 A Henry VIII full groat £220-260

124 A Victorian 1890 crown, a George V 1935 crown, a Victorian 1892 Maundy threepence, a George VI 1937
threepence £30-50

125 A quantity of pre-decimal silver coinage, 102 grams £40-60

126 An Elizabeth II 1966 Maundy set cased £60-80

127 Two 10 shilling notes and a quantity of Colonial and foreign bank notes £30-40

128 Six various crusader hammered coins, framed £80-120

129 A sovereign 1907 ( photo centre pages ) £300-350

130 A 9ct yellow gold mechanical pocket watch, the dial inscribed, decimal centre seconds, Lever Greaves and Co.
London, contained in a 9ct case 48mm, gross weight including movement and glass 80 grams £150-200

This watch is not working and there are multiple dents to the cover

131 A sovereign 1908 £300-350

132 A Masonic yellow metal stamped 18ct and enamelled oval jewel decorated the County of Kent arms, gross
weight 10 grams £100-150

133 A sovereign 1913 £300-350

134 A pair of Edwardian yellow and white metal cufflinks with rock crystal, seed pearl and diamond terminals, gross
weight 6.5 grams ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

135 A white metal stamped 18k ring set with an oval aquamarine, flanked by rubies and surrounded by brilliant cut
diamonds, the aquamarine 2.19ct, rubies 0.09ct, diamonds 0.16ct, size J, 3.1 grams £850-950
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136 A 9ct yellow gold Albert with double clasp, T bar and swivel seal, gross weight 41.2 grams ( photo centre
pages ) £400-500

137 A yellow metal circular diamond cluster ring, approx. 0.5ct, 3.7 grams, size M £540-580

This ring is modern and, as such, is in good condition.

138 An yellow metal 750 puzzle ring size N, 6.9 grams and a yellow metal ring 2.9 grams £140-180

140 A white metal stamped Plat. oval emerald and baguette and brilliant cut diamond cluster ring, the emerald
0.95ct, the diamonds 0.35ct, size O 1/2, 3.6 grams £750-850

141 A pair of Edwardian 15ct yellow gold engraved cufflinks 6.5 grams £100-150

142 A Victorian style 9ct ring set with 2 diamonds and 3 sapphires, the diamonds 0.36ct, the sapphires 0.70ct, size
N, 3.5 grams £550-650

143 A 9ct yellow gold flat link necklace and locket pendant, together with an imitation pearl drop, gross weight 15
grams £140-180

144 A yellow metal oval tanzanite and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 0.25ct, the brilliant cut diamonds
1.5ct, 4.2 grams, size M 1/2 £750-850

145 An Edwardian yellow metal 9ct and silver bar brooch with fox head and whip decoration 2.4 grams gross, 5cm
£50-75

146 A gentleman's yellow metal citrine set ring 11.5 grams, a 9ct yellow gold hardstone ditto 4.99 grams gross
£100-150

147 A white metal stamped 14k solitaire diamond ring set diamonds to the shoulders and to each side, the
diamonds 0.98ct, together with WGI certificate no. WG19624125238, size L, 5.5 grams £1250-1450

148 A gentleman's steel cased Bremont automatic calendar wristwatch contained in a an 18mm brushed steel case
with blue dial, leather strap, original box, all original paperwork, receipt, the case is numbered 14232, ( photo
centre pages ) £1500-1800

This watch is in working condition

149 A yellow metal diamond cluster ring with brilliant and baguette cut stones, 0.5ct, 2.5 grams, size N 1/2
£380-440

150 A yellow metal stamped 750 narrow link necklace, 6 grams £150-200

151 An Edwardian style yellow and white metal diamond set brooch in the form of a donkey with a yellow metal
basket set with diamonds, emeralds and rubies 28mm, 9.8 grams gross, contained in its original box ( photo
centre pages ) £200-300

152 A white gold stamped 18k oval emerald and diamond cluster ring, the central emeral a0.45ct the diamonds
0.25ct, with original WGI certificate no, WG19624126538, size N, 2.8 grams £800-900

153 A yellow metal 750 St Christopher pendant 7.1 grams £140-160

154 A sovereign 1910 £300-350

155 A yellow metal 15ct Victorian style aquamarine and diamond ring, the aquamarine 2.20ct, the brilliant cut
diamonds 0.06ct, size L 1/2, 3.5grams £420-460

156 A lady's rare and important 18th Century yellow metal watch with enamelled decoration comprising 2 pairs of
love birds on back and front, having an escape lever movement, keywind dial, the dial inscribed Cht Moricand
(Christian Moricand), 20.9 grams gross, contained on a gilt metal chain ( photo centre pages ) £1500-2000

The  movement is intermittently working, there is some bruising to the blue enamel, the watch hands are
missing

157 Three yellow metal rings, gross 7.2 grams, a yellow metal mushroom charm and a 19th Century gilt memoriam
pearl set brooch £50-75
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158 Four pairs of gem set ear studs £40-60

159 An 18ct white gold 5 stone diamond ring approx. 2.5ct, 7.6 grams, SI2 colour H/J ( photo centre pages )
£2500-3000

160 A 9ct yellow gold bangle 8.6 grams, ditto plain bar brooch 1.3 grams together with an Edwardian 15ct peridot
and seed pearl brooch 3.5 grams £150-200

161 A 9ct yellow gold suite of jewellery comprising a topaz ring size M, a ditto necklace and pendant and a pair of
ear studs, gross weight 7.4 grams £140-180

162 A 9ct yellow gold hardstone ring size H 1/2, a sapphire set ring size L and a 9ct yellow gold pendant, gross
weight 6.9 grams £50-75

163 A lady's 9ct yellow gold Tissot wristwatch and bracelet, gross weight including glass 18 grams £180-220

This watch is not working

164 A string of 57, 4mm, cultured pearls with an 18ct yellow gold clasp £80-120

165 A yellow metal stamped 22ct baroque pearl, diamond, emerald and ruby set ring, 7.9 grams - matching lots
166 & 167, £150-200

166 A pair of yellow metal set baroque pearl drop earrings with diamond, emerald and ruby set decoration, with
screw backs 9.1 grams, matching lots 165 & 167 £120-150

167 A yellow metal stamped 585 bar brooch with a baroque pearl, emeralds and diamonds 8 grams, ensuite to lots
165 & 166 £60-80

168 A 9ct yellow gold padlock, bracelet and minor jewellery, 15 grams £200-250

169 A pair of yellow gold 14k pearl ear clips, 9.3 grams, 13mm £80-120

170 An 18ct yellow gold ring size M, 3 18ct rings sizes K, K, L, gross weight 11 grams £180-220

171 A pair of South African coin cufflinks contained in 9ct mounts, 13.8 grams ( photo centre pages ) £300-350

172 An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring size M 1/2, 2.7 grams £40-60

173 A yellow metal 10 stone diamond cluster ring 2.5 grams, size Q £200-250

This ring has rubbed marks and is therefore being sold as yellow metal.

174 An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring gross weight 2.2 grams, together with a 9ct yellow gold paste
set ring size T, gross weight 1.6 grams £40-60

175 A pair of 9ct yellow gold engine turned cufflinks 3.4 grams £40-60

176 A yellow metal 10k single stone diamond ring 0.10ct, 2.2 grams, size N £50-75

177 A lady's steel cased Tudor Oyster Royal wristwatch on an expanding steel bracelet with a Rolex guarantee
dated 1964, contained in a 21mm case £150-200

This watch is not working, the winder does not screw down and the face is discoloured

178 A lady's 9ct cameo brooch and bar brooch, gross weight 8.8 grams £30-50

179 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band 3.4 grams size M £80-120

180 A string of cultured pearls necklace, 40cm £40-60

181 A 9ct yellow gold bracelet with padlock, 14.9 grams £160-190

182 A gentleman's steel cased Omega automatic wristwatch contained in a 32mm case, having a leather strap with
white metal clasp £100-150

This watch is intermittently working,

183 A lady's yellow metal wristwatch, the dial marked Rotary and 2 others £50-75

184 A 9ct yellow gold bracelet with clasp and heart terminals 13.5 grams £180-220

185 A lady's 9ct yellow gold Rotary wristwatch and bracelet 11 grams £120-160

186 Two 18ct yellow gold wedding bands size N 1/2 and X, 8.6 grams £180-220

187 Two 9ct yellow gold gem set rings and two 9ct white gold ditto, 7.6 grams, sizes M, M, N and O £80-120
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188 A yellow metal 18ct single stone diamond ring approx. 0.3ct, size N, 2.5 grams £120-160

189 A yellow metal stamped 18ct 5 stone diamond ring, 3.1 grams, size M together with a gem set eternity ring size
M, 2.2 grams £140-180

190 A pair of Austrian gold coins mounted as cufflinks, the T bar marked 585, 13.30 grams £200-250

191 A Continental open faced fob watch with enamelled dial, Roman numerals contained in a 9ct engraved gold
case, with original fitted case £60-90

192 A pair of 18ct yellow gold rectangular emerald and diamond surround ear studs, the emeralds 0.60ct, the
diamonds 0.30ct £650-750

193 An Edward VII Borough of Woolwich Coronation medallion by Elkington cased, a framed set of 1971 Royal
Albert Hall Centenary coins framed and a small collection of minor coinage £40-60

194 A Queen Anne shilling, 2 George III half crowns 1817, a 1927 George V florin £30-50

195 A Victorian 1890 crown, a George V 1935 crown and a collection of minor silver coinage, 72 grams £30-50

196 A collection of commemorative crowns contained in a metal cash tin £30-40

197 Three Masonic charity jewels, a pair of gilt metal cufflinks together with a collection of George VI threepenny
bits and bronze coinage £30-50

198 A Kuwait silver proof First Anniversary of Liberation coin February 1991 cased, a George IV 1837 fourpence,
Victorian 1878 Maundy threepence (with hole), ditto George V 1918 and a George V sixpence £30-50

199 A collection of various coinage and bank notes £30-40

200 Fourteen various Roman hammered bronze coins together with 2 pierced bronze brooches, framed £80-120

201 Two silver stub shaped candlesticks 7cm (f) and a collection of minor silver coinage £30-50

202 A Victorian 1859 penny, ditto 1853 half penny and other minor coinage £30-40

203 A 1979 Danbury Mint silver proof set of Isle of Man coins cased, a 1977 Silver Jubilee Crown and a small
collection of silver coins £30-50

204 Four GB and Ireland coin sets 1970, 1971, 1972 and 1977, together with a quantity of minor coinage £30-50

205 A Blackwatch cap badge and a collection of world coins £30-50

206 Kronen Denmark, a pair of stylish 1950's candlesticks raised on oval bases 22cm h £30-50

Plate showing wear to high points

207 A circular engraved silver plated tray, 4 silver plated goblets and a collection of other plated items £35-45

209 A canteen of silver plated flatware contained in a walnut canteen box comprising 3 table spoons, 9 table forks,
9 soup spoons, 2 ladles, sugar tongs, 9 dessert spoons, 9 dessert forks, 9 tea spoons £40-60

210 A part canteen of silver plated flatware contained in an oak canteen box, raised on a stand £40-60

211 A yellow metal 9 stone half eternity ring, 3 grams, size Q together with a marcasite ring £40-50

212 A brown ring bound album of Victorian and later pennies and minor coinage £30-50

213 A double white metal photograph frame with armorial decoration 65cm x 42cm, dated to the top 1912 £80-120

215 A 19th Century oval engraved silver plated teapot with hardwood handle and finial together with a cased set of
6 butter knives with silver handles Sheffield 1979 £40-60

216 A Dr Christopher Dresser style silver plated tea infuser/tea pot with two interior containers and hinged handle
3479 Maker Hukin and Heath 8cm £80-100
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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware

IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.

401 A pair of Sevres style blue ground twin handled vases with panels of figures and gilt metal mounts and finials,
raised on gilt metal bases 24cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

One lid is stuck, 1 vase is chipped to it's handle

402 A 19th Century creamware bowl decorated with a galleon and motifs, the exterior with panels of figures and
landscapes 26cm £50-75

403 An 18th Century Continental Delft plate decorated with stylised flowers and insects 22cm £40-60

There is fritting to the rim

404 A 19th Century Austrian porcelain tea caddy decorated with panels of Helena and Phaedra 17cm together with
a ditto cabinet cup, saucer and cover decorated with a classical couple £50-75

Lid chipped

405 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight - Lama with silver stopper 15cm, boxed £40-50

406 A Danish figure of a seated puppy 9cm, a ditto of 2 rabbits 10cm £30-40

407 A Sitzendorf group of a lady and gentleman raised on a gilt base 13cm £50-75

408 A Beswick group - Peter and Benjamin picking up onions no.1976 of 3000 13cm £40-60

409 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight in the form of a kangaroo with joey, gold stopper 15cm, boxed
£40-60

410 Three Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweights - Cottage Garden kitten gold stopper 5cm, Bank Vole
gold stopper 4cm and a rabbit with gold stopper 4cm, 2 boxed £40-60

411 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a goose girl 528 19cm and a ditto of a seated girl and boy reading a book 1567
10cm £40-60

412 Three Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweights - rabbit 6cm gold stopper, a crested tit 6cm gold stopper
and a robin with silver stopper 6cm £30-50

413 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight of a cat with gold stopper 13cm, a ditto Misty silver stopper
8cm, boxed £40-50

414 A Waterford Crystal timepiece 10cm, a Stuart Crystal box and a glass timepiece £30-40

415 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a girl with calf no. 779 14cm £30-40

416 An Art Deco style art glass ashtray with a heron standing above 2 frogs 12cm £30-50

417 A Royal Copenhagen figure of a shepherd with 2 sheep no.627 21cm £40-60

418 An 18th Century Worcester style teapot with half ribbed decoration, decorated with flowers holding a twist
handle and floral finial 11cm £30-40

The spout is chipped and the finial is chipped

419 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern paperweight - garden snail no.699 of 4500 by Sue Rowe with gold stopper
12cm £40-50

420 A Swarovski Crystal glass figure of an owl 6cm, a ditto goose 6cm, heart 5cm, vase 7cm, dish 7cm, star 10cm,
cat (a/f) 3.5cm and bear (a/f) 5cm £30-50

421 A 19th Century Meissen teapot decorated with flowers 12cm together with a ditto rectangular dish decorated
with flowers 33cm £50-75
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422 A Lladro figure of a Terrier 14cm, a standing ditto 14cm £30-40

423 A pair of Masons ironstone ovoid vases with serpent handles decorated with flowers 21cm £40-60

424 A Lladro figure of a standing lady 35cm £30-40

425 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern plate 1126 22.5cm, a ditto oval dish 17cm 1128 and a circular dish 18cm
1128 £40-60

426 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern coffee can and saucer 2451, ditto dish 13cm £30-40

427 Two studio ceramic figures of a lady with child inscribed T H Parnass London, 14cm £40-60

428 A Copenhagen figure of a boy 20cm, a Royal Copenhagen rectangular box and cover with crackle glaze
decoration 10cm £35-45

429 A Royal Doulton character jug - Mephistopheles A, 14.5cm £60-80

The jug is chipped

430 A 19th Century Worcester style coffee set comprising coffee pot, 5 coffee cans, 6 saucers, 5 tea cups, 5
saucers and a sugar bowl, the blue ground with gilt decoration and panels of birds, insects and flowers
£100-150

Five small saucers a/f, coffee pot a/f, 3 coffee cans a/f, 4 tea cups a/f and 5 large saucers are a/f

431 A Victorian Majolica style jug with rustic handle decorated with birds amongst peony 22cm £30-40

Crack to handle

432 A vintage Denby jug with geometric decoration and non matching cover 19cm £30-50

433 A cut glass mallet decanter and stopper 26cm, ditto ewer by Stuart 26cm £30-40

434 A stylish mid Century Danish square dish decorated with an exotic bird 23cm, together with a Poole shallow
bowl the orange ground with flower heads 26cm £40-60

435 A Dartington Crystal glass timepiece 17cm, boxed £30-40

This clock is battery operated

436 A pair of Victorian Staffordshire spaniels with separate front leg with gilt decoration 22cm £30-40

437 A mid Century Poole vase of waisted form decorated with stylised flowerheads no.84 22cm £30-40

438 A Waterford flared neck vases with hobnail decoration 29cm, boxed £40-60

439 A Lladro group of a lady, boy and goose 24cm £30-40

440 A Lladro group of a girl with basket of flowers and poppy 25cm £30-40

441 A Lladro group of lady and gentleman in evening dress 29cm £40-60

442 A set of Royal Doulton glassware comprising 4 large wine glasses, 6 small wines, 2 champagne flutes and 2
tumblers together with 2 sets of 4 tumblers, 1 other and 4 mats £80-120

443 A German porcelain part tea set comprising 6 tea cups, 4 saucers and a sugar bowl decorated with flowers
£30-40

444 A Belleek tea set of shell form comprising teapot, 6 tea cups, milk jug, sugar bowl, 6 saucers, 6 small plates, 1
large plate, the bases with black mark ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

445 A mid Century Poole shallow bowl decorated with stylised flowers 22cm, ditto dish 8cm £30-40

446 A mid Century Pool vase of waisted form decorated with stylised flower heads no.84 22cm £30-40

447 A Lladro figure of a girl holding a goose with a dog at her feet 28cm together with a Royal Copenhagen group
of 2 ducks 9cm £30-40

448 A 19th Century Meissen part tea set comprising 4 tea cups (1 with cancellation mark and 226), 3 saucers (1
with cancellation mark impressed 37 222G over M), 5 small (all with cancellation mark, impressed 4 and
painted no. 224 over 122)  and 1 large plate (impressed 3725 14 126) £50-75
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449 A Victorian Staffordshire Spaniel with ochre decoration 34cm (a/f), a Victorian ditto with black decoration (firing
crack) 24cm with separate paw, a ditto 22cm with separate paw, a pair of later ochre ditto 13cm and a pair of
dalmatians on raised bases 13cm £30-50

450 A set of Coalport Country Ware tableware comprising 10 tea cups, 9 saucers, 12 small plates (1 a/f), 12
medium plates, 11 dinner plates (2 a/f), an egg cup (a/f) and 2 asparagus bowls £40-60

451 A Rosenthal part dessert service comprising 2 square dishes, 2 oval dishes, 4 plates, 2 tazzas (wear to all
gilding) £30-50

452 A German porcelain tea set comprising 4 tea cups, 4 saucers (1 riveted), 4 small plates, 2 medium plates,
decorated with spring flowers £40-60

453 A pair of stylish ceramic cats decorated with flowers, monogrammed J R, 52cm £40-60

454 A pair of Victorian Moulinoux and Webb comports with Grecian Key decoration raised on spreading feet 16cm
x 22cm £30-50

455 A pair of 19th Century German porcelain figures of standing lady and gentleman with birds 25cm h (both f and
r), together with a scallop shaped centrepiece surmounted by a standing figure of a cherub (f and r) £40-60

456 Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a tangerine coloured Bamboo vase, pattern no.9668 20cm h x 10cm  and a
tangerine coffin vase, pattern no. 9686, 13cm h x 8cm (chipped) £150-200

457 A 1930's Losol 10 piece dessert service comprising circular comport, 2 square dishes, oval dish (cracked), 6
plates (3 cracked) £30-50

458 A Hummel group of 2 standing children dancing 353/1 16cm, ditto 2 girls standing 256 18cm and a bookend of
a boy with flower 12cm £30-50

459 A faience charger decorated figures 46cm diam., the reverse with V and shield mark £40-60

460 A 34 piece Aynsley Yarrow pattern tea service comprising 2 large circular plates (cracked), 10 tea plates
(cracked), sugar bowl and cream jug, 10 tea cups (4 cracked), 10 saucers (8 cracked) £30-50

461 Five various 19th Century glass rummers £70-90

462 A pair of 19th Century white glazed Staffordshire pottery figures of Spaniels with glass eyes 31cm £40-50

463 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a horse 13cm, boxed £40-60

464 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a stag 11cm, boxed £50-75

465 A Swarovski Crystal figure of a mermaid 9cm, boxed £50-75

466 A Swarovski Crystal figure "Masquerade Harlequin 2001" 13cm boxed, together with a "Magic of Dance Figure
Antonio 2003" 20cm boxed £40-60

467 A Swarovski Crystal figure "Masquerade Pierrot 1999" 19cm boxed £40-60

468 A Swarovski Crystal figure "Masquerade Dancer Isadora" 20cm (hand glued), boxed £40-60

469 A Swarovski Crystal figure "Endangered Wildlife" Gorilla 9cm and infant 5cm £100-150

470 A Swarovski Crystal figure in coloured glass of a seated Pluto 9cm, boxed £100-150

471 A Swarovski Crystal figure 2020 Jubilee Edition swan with 3 signets, boxed £50-75

472 A Swarovski Crystal figure in coloured glass of a standing Mickey Mouse 19cm, boxed ( photo centre pages )
£150-200

473 A Swarovski Crystal figure "Ballet Shoes" 3cm, ditto squirrel 4cm (f), teddy bear 4cm, together with a kitten
with small ball 4cm, all boxed £40-60

474 A Swarovski Crystal ornament in the form of a rose together with 2 Christmas decorations £30-40

475 A Swarovski Crystal figure group "Wonders of the Sea - Community (coloured)" 19cm x 19cm £100-150

476 A Japanese charger decorated with landscapes and buildings 40cm and 1 other decorated trees 40cm £60-80

477 A 19th Century Japanese Imari porcelain bowl with roundel decoration 25cm and a blue and white ditto bowl
decorated mountains, landscape and trees 36cm £60-80
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478 A Japanese blue and white glazed plate with tree decoration to the centre 23cm £40-60

479 A Chinese plaster figure of a standing warrior 24cm x 5cm x 6cm £50-75

Slight chips to base

480 A Worcester Mandarin Boy in the Window pattern teapot, the lid having leaf and flower finial, 13cm h, circa
1770 £100-150

481 A Chinese blue and white ginger jar with 6 character mark to the base 26cm x 23cm (minor chips to the base),
converted to a table lamp, together with a Chinese baluster shaped blue and white vase decorated figures
30cm (some crackling) £60-90

482 A Japanese blue glazed charger decorated a volcano and bird 45cm, together with 1 other decorated a
fabulous bird 45cm £70-90

483 A Japanese Imari octagonal plate with segmented decoration 29cm, a circular ditto with lobed border 30cm
and 1 other 21cm £40-60

484 A Chinese club shaped urn decorated figures, raised on a circular base 24cm x 8cm (chips to base) together
with 2 pairs of Japanese Satsuma vases decorated figures 19cm and 30cm, (some rubbing to gilding) £70-90

485 A circular Japanese Imari charger with segmented decoration and birds to the centre 30cm, together with a
ditto pair decorated buildings and mountains 8cm (gilding rubbed in places) £40-60

486 A 20th Century Chinese eggshell fluted bowl decorated with birds amongst flowers 26cm, boxed £30-50

487 A Royal Albert Old Country Rose pattern 51 piece dinner/tea service comprising 6 coffee cups, 4 saucers (4
cracked), 6 tea cups, 6 saucers (1 cracked), 6 twin handled soup bowls and saucers, milk jug, cream jug, 2
bowls, coffee pot (a/f), 2 bowls (1 a/f), sandwich plate, 5 small plates, 6 dinner plates (all dinner plates are
seconds) £80-120

488 A 19th Century 28 piece orange and gilt banded tea service comprising teapot (f), sucrier, stand and cover,
cream jug, slop bowl, 2 plates, 8 cups (3 cracked), 3 coffee cups (2 a/f), 10 saucers (2 cracked) £50-75

All have rubbing to the gilding

489 An extensive 160 piece Charles Field Haviland, Limoges dinner, dessert and tea service, stamped CFH CDM, 
comprising 10 large tea cups, 7 small cups, 6 large saucers, 8 small plates (2 a/f), 35 dinner plates (3a/f), 22
medium plates (5 a/f), 11 side plates, 18 shallow soup bowls, 7 dessert plates (3 a/f), oval meat plate, jug
drainer, 2 side bowls, 6 tazzas (1 a/f), square bowl, 4 small rectangular tureens (1 cracked) and four stands, 2
oval bowls, 10 small rectangular plates, 2 medium plates, 2 large plates, 2 meat plates (1 a/f), one 2 handled
plate, 4 medium tureens and 1 large tureen with hand painted and partially printed  decoration of birds on
blossoming boughs including parrots, kingfishers, swifts, swallows and chaffinches ( photo centre pages )
£500-800

There is rubbing to some of the gilding in places, the large tureen lid has possibly been replaced as it does not
sit well

490 Six  various Perthshire paperweights including PP232 - Ltd Ed 139/250, PP47 - Ltd Ed 123/200, PP94 and 3
others, all boxed £50-80

491 Six Perthshire Paperweights including PP229 - Ltd Ed 91/175, PP233 - Ltd Ed 117/250 and four others £40-60

492 Six Caithness paperweights - Celebration, Ltd Ed No 258/750, Amethyst Lace, Ltd Ed No 163/1000, Cauldron
paperweight in green with white interior R32007, Flower in the Rain, with blue flower, Peach Floral Fountain
Ltd Ed 673/750, 1975 Tropicana Ltd Ed 283/500, all unboxed. ( photo centre pages ) £50-80
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493 Five Strathearn paperweights of various sizes including a seven spoke radial moulded millefiori paperweight
on a pink ground, circa 1970’s, a nine spoke circular glass millefiori paperweight  on an orange ground with
blue canes in a 1-2-2 design, a ten spoke circular glass millefiori paperweight  on a green ground with white
and orange canes in a 1-2-2 design, an 8 spoke ,paperweight on a dark blue ground set blue orange and white
canes in a  1- 2-2 design £40-60

494 Eight Peter McDougall paperweights including two 2 1/2” spaced complex Millefiori weights, one on a pink lace
ground and one light blue lace ground, circa 2000, a small crown paperweight with complex cane on top  with
20 twist canes with alternating colors, 10 white twist canes and 10 multi-colored twists made  from yellow,
white and green stringers set on a red ground, a 2” spaced complex Millefiori weight set on an opaque red
ground, a 1 1/2” ribbed weight set blue & white canes and twists on an opaque red ground and three further 2
1/2” weights £40-60

495 Nine Perthshire paperweights of assorted sizes, 3boxed including PP163 £40-60

496 A Japanese Imari charger decorated landscapes and buildings 41cm £50-75

497 Four Sarreguemines France novelty egg cups £50-75
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc

551 Paddington Bear, a large plastic charity collecting box in the form of a standing Paddington Bear with suitcase
130cm h x 33cm diam. ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

552 G Leonardi, an Art Deco plaster table lamp supported by 2 naked ladies with crackle glass ball shade, the
base marked OGP397 RD82532 62cm h x 25cm w x 15cm d £100-150

There is some paint loss in places

553 A verdigris circular copper copper 35cm h x 55cm diam. £80-120

554 An Elizabeth II plastic royal warrant holders plaque for Rexel Ltd of Aylesbury Bucks 60cm x 52cm ( photo
centre pages ) £60-80

555 A pair of black leather riding boots complete with beech trees £40-60

Boots are crackled in places

556 A Victorian pink opaque glass oil lamp reservoir, raised on an embossed gilt metal and ceramic base with pink
opaque shade and chimney 59cm h x 16cm £40-60

Base loose

557 A 19th Century Japanese cast bronze jardiniere stand, the body with wavy border cast flower heads, having a
soldered base, 40cm h x 41cm diam. £120-150

558 S Mordan and Co, a Victorian iron book press 33cm x 41cm x 25cm £50-75

559 A 1920's wrought iron oversized matchbox holder with box of matches, the base incorporating an ashtray,
raised on scrolled supports 87cm h x 20cm x 13cm together with 1 other pressed metal oversized matchbox
holder 40cm x 20cm x 6cm, the side decorated a hunting print £60-80

560 A 1930's inlaid mahogany twin handled tea tray, the centre with butterfly wing decoration of Rio de Janeiro
64cm x 38cm £30-50

561 A 1930's wedge shaped embossed brass coal bin decorated figures of musicians to the lid 44cm x43cm x
42cm £40-60

562 A brass Corinthian column table lamp on a square base 38cm x 15cm x 15cm £40-50

563 A pair of black leather riding boots complete with beech trees marked Captain Hon R Lygon Grenadier Guards
(later Lieutenant Colonel Robert Lygon MVO MC 1879 to 1952) together with a pair of later spurs £50-75

564 A 19th Century brass oil lamp with ceramic base and clear glass chimney 57cm h x 17cm diam. £30-50

565 After R J Murphy, a cold painted bronze figure "Spirit of Grizzly Bear" 37cm h x 13cm £40-60

566 Two Turkish copper and brass coffee pots 28cm £40-60

567 After E R Richard, a pair of Art Nouveau spelter figures on socle bases - "Recompense and Renommiert"
43cm h x 13cm diam. £50-75

568 A pair of Japanese polished bronze club shaped vases with dragon decoration, base with seal mark 26cm x
10cm £30-50

569 A pair of 20th Century Chinese cloisonne enamelled club shaped vases on hardwood stands, cased 12cm x
4cm £30-40

570 A Benin bronze portrait bust 43cm h £50-75

571 14 various gilt metal chargers, (4 x 30cm, 10 x 28cm) £30-40

572 A 12cm canon ball (cracked) and 2 other canon balls (both corroded) 7cm and 8cm £30-50

573 A Soltan IfAS Type Standard High Frequency Violet 4 Wand Attachments, together with an IXU Violet Ray
device, both boxed £40-60
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574 A black dial telephone the base marked 1X56/A3 together with a Dictograph internal telephone £40-60

The second phone appears to be jammed, 2 switches are missing

575 After R J Murphy, a pair of bronze cold painted figures - Spirit of Thunderbird, by Franklin Mint, 26cm h x 14cm
£60-80

576 An Eastern carved hardwood figure of a standing deity with bird 40cm h x 13cm and 1 other 42cm x 13cm
£40-60

577 20th Century bronze figure of a standing cherub on a circular base 35cm h x 12cm diam. £40-60

578 Jones and Willis, a pair of club shaped brass vases 23cm h together with 10 other graduated pairs and 2
others £60-80

579 After the antique, a bronze twin handled and lidded urn decorated a crab to the top 31cm x 24cm £40-60

580 A pair of 19th/20th Century painted carved wooden figures of standing Dogs of Fo 22cm x 24cm x 12cm
£70-90

581 A Benares polished brass vase supported by 3 cobras 25cm x 14cm £30-40

582 The Rex Ratt Official brass bugle Boy Scouts of America together with a copper and brass bugle £40-60

583 Two wooden scratch built models of fairground organs, 2 model steam lorries and 32 various other models
£40-60

584 After R J Murphy, a pair of bronze cold painted figures - Spirit of Thunderbird, by Franklin Mint, 26cm h x 14cm
£60-80

585 An Eastern polished bronze twin handled with leaf decoration 22cm x 5cm together with a similar jug 23cm x
5cm £40-60

586 The Crescent Toy Company, a 1977 Queen's Silver Jubilee model of The State Coach, contained in a plastic
case 10cm h x 36cm w x 9cm d (split to lid), together with a ditto model of The 1902 State Landau for the 1977
Silver Jubilee (case missing) £30-40

587 An Art Nouveau style gilt metal bank lamp 25cm x 27cm x 20cm £40-60

588 A green and floral patterned cloisonne enamelled box and cover 4cm x 9cm x 8cm together with a pair of 19th
Century brass candlesticks raised on shaped bases with ejectors 28cm h £30-50

589 A Champion Bakelite radio no.784 contained in a Bakelite case 16cm x 26cm x 14cm (crack to slide, glass dial
cover is missing) together with Ecko Type ES 31 extension speaker in a brown and white Bakelite case 25cm x
30cm x 14cm (some paint loss) £30-40

590 Two pairs of carved wooden bookends decorated Arms of St Leonards School and St Andrew Fife 17cm h
£40-60

591 A Ferrio 85 2 piece, 7' spinning fishing rod contained in a brown cloth bag £35-45

592 A Bob Church Hexweave Pitsford Mark 2, 9' two piece fly fishing rod, in green cloth bag £35-45

593 A Hardy 13' 9", 3 piece, graphite salmon fly deluxe fishing rod in blue cloth bag, £35-45

The rubber butt has melted and deteriorated

594 An Alan Pearson "The Baron" 10' 6" two piece fly fishing rod in green cloth bag £35-45

595 A Hardy 15' 4", 3 piece graphite salmon fly deluxe fishing rod in blue cloth bag £35-45

The rubber butt has melted and deteriorated

596 A Bruce Walker multispin 10', 2 piece spinning fishing rod in blue cloth bag £35-45

597 An Alcock Perfect twin section cane salmon fishing rod with original cloth bag £35-45

598 A Sharpe of Aberdeen 7'6", 2 piece split cane fly fishing rod with spare tip, in an aluminium tube £35-45

599 A Hardy 8'6" Demon 4 piece, 5 weight spinning fishing rod in fibre carrying case £35-45

600 A Hardy bamboo fishing rod case together with 2 aluminum ditto £30-40
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601 A Hardy 9'5", 8 piece, graphite Smuggler Deluxe fishing rod contained in a leather carrying case ( photo centre
pages ) £200-250

602 A CFO Orvis Piscotorial Socity Centenary Celebration fishing reel with initials WNB, 3 1/2", with blue pouch
£70-90

603 A Hardy Marquis no.2, 4" salmon fishing reel complete with pouch together with a Hardy wetfly 2 DT spare
spool £40-60

Contact marks in places

604 An Orvis Battenkill 8/9 salmon fishing reel with blue cloth pouch £40-60

605 An Orvis large arbor 7/8 fishing reel with pouch £40-60

606 A Hardy Marquis 6 line weight fishing reel complete with spool together with a wet fly spare spool in canvas
bag £40-60

607 A System 2 DT-8-F fishing reel with cloth case £35-45

608 An Abu Ambassadeur 5000 fishing reel in leather case £40-60

609 An Abu Ambassadeur 5000C fishing reel in red plastic case £50-75

610 A Shakespeare Neptune fishing reel together with a Mitchell 2165G reel in fibre bag £35-45

611 A basket fishing creel containing a collection of spinners and lures, a leather Baldrick and a small salmon
spring balance £35-45

612 A pair of 19th Century Chinese wooden and metal opium scales complete with 1 weight 3cm h x 25cm w x
9cm d £30-50

613 A Newlyn style embossed copper chamber stick decorated fish with square base 5cm x 14cm x 14cm £30-50

There is a hole to the sconce

614 A wooden Feng Shui compass 2cm x 16cm £30-40

615 A Victorian circular brass inkwell with associated ceramic liner on a square cast body 6cm x 9cm x 9cm, a
Victorian brass inkwell with hinged lid on an oval pierced twin handled base 5cm x 15cm x 13cm (no liner) and
a square glass inkwell 6cm x 4cm x 4cm £30-40

616 A 19th Century octagonal copper mould/measure 6cm x 4cm, 2 other moulds/measures 4cm x 4cm £30-40

617 A pair of Adam style pewter pepperettes, the base marked Astor by Poole 11cm h x 4cm, together with a
spelter figure of a seated owl 11cm £30-35

618 A Hansons Improved Sovereign balance boxed £30-40

619 A pair of brass letter scales marked Made in England complete with weights, raised on a shaped mahogany
base 7cm x 18cm x 8cm £30-40

Water mark to the side

620 A brass ashtray the base formed from a horses hoof, the top marked Joey 1919 10cm £30-40

621 A Persian gilt metal scribes set incorporating an inkwell 3cm £30-40

622 A Benin style polished bronze mask 23cm x 16cm and 1 other 15cm x 7cm £40-60

623 A Victorian bronze paperweight in the form of a seated lamb, raised on a rectangular base 6cm x 8cm x 5cm
and a bronze figure of a greyhound 15cm x 10cm x 6cm £40-60

624 Two Victorian copper half pint harvest measures 12cm x 9cm (some dents) £40-60

625 A Victorian City of London Police turned and painted truncheon marked 1867 and impressed with crown and
CP, complete with leather thong ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

626 An Eastern bronze ceremonial spear/hulbert with elephant finial 55cm (point of blade a/f) £30-40

627 A turned lignum vitae Police truncheon complete with a leather thong and 1 other (2) £40-50

628 A Spitfire/hurricane camera Type C45 24 1390 3158 together with a Spitfire/hurricane oxygen regulator Mark
VIII A, (bezel to 1 side missing) £40-60
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629 A Massai hide leaf shaped shield 70cm x 51, 1 other 68cm x 36cm £30-50

630 A Massai axe with 27cm metal head and 25cm carved shaft together with a hardwood bow 135cm long
(cracked) and an arrow £40-60

631 A cylindrical embossed brass box decorated a portrait of The Duke of Wellington, a gilt metal vesta in the form
of an owl 5cm x 3cm (eyes missing), a lighter, a George V penny and 3 pipes £40-60

632 A Ceag Type BE3 miners safety lamp complete with key £30-40

633 A students 19th Century  gilt metal single pillar microscope 13cm contained in a mahogany box marked
Stanley Railway Approach London Bridge £30-50

634 A 19th Century gilt bronze figure of a boy with sheath of corn, raised on a square wooden base 16cm £40-60

635 A bottle of 1967 Chateau Latour Grand Vin de Chateau Latour red wine, low on the neck ( photo centre pages
) £120-160

636 A 150cl magnum bottle of Moet Chandon champagne £50-75

637 A bottle of 1999 Monasterio De Piedra Calatayud, a bottle of 2003 Nagyrede Blaufrankisch Cabernet
Sauvignon and a bottle of Gran Reserva Carta Rioja wine 2004 £30-50

638 Two bottles of 1979 Niederthaler Hof Gau-Weinheimer wine, a bottle of Bretzenheimer Vogelsang 2002, 2
bottles of Albiger Petersberg, 2 bottles of 2002 Bornheimer Adelberg, 2 bottles of 2003 Bor Forras Matraalja
Ausbruch and 3 bottles of Weingut Paulinshof Kestener Paulinsberg £40-60

639 Two bottles of 2006 Binifadet Sant Lluis Menorca Chardonnay wine, a bottle of Davis Wines Elderberry Port
Special Reserve, a bottle of 2004 Burg Layer Schlosskapelle, a bottle of Rheinhessen Eiswein, a bottle of
S.M.A. Dona Isabel II and a bottle of Moscat £30-50

640 A bottle of 10 Year Old Reserve Madeira, a bottle of Vintage Character port, bottle of Warres 2006 late bottled
vintage port, bottle of Cockburn's Special Reserve port, bottle of Vintage Character port and a bottle of Taylors
First Estate port £40-60

641 A bottle of 21 year old Long John Royal Choice Blended Scotch Whisky contained in a plush box (hinge f), a
Famous Grouse 70cl limited edition Wade ceramic decanter no. L14252B of Famous Grouse blended whisky
to commemorate the Centenary of Famous Grouse and a 70cl Wade bell shaped decanter of Bells whisky
(possible leakage) (3) £30-50

642 A bottle of Dimple Haig whisky boxed £30-40

643 A Mammoth tooth 10cm x 14cm x 5cm £50-75

644 A large Mammoth's tooth 16cm x 18cm x 6cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

645 A Bush Type DAC.90.A radio contained in a brown Bakelite case 22cm x 28cm x 17cm £30-50

646 A Hardy Brothers LRH lightweight trout fly fishing reel with 2 screw line guard, in a Ryoby plastic pouch £35-45

647 A Hardy Brother Viscount 150 light salmon fishing reel in a Hardy reel pouch £35-45

648 An Orvis Madison trout fly fishing reel with 4 spare spools and lines, in a zipped case £35-45

649 A Scientific Anglers System 7/8 line weight fly fishing reel £35-45

650 A Hardy hard cased chromed thermometer together with a Fisherman's Friend no.277 fishing multi tool boxed
and with paperwork £35-45

651 Two Rimfly 3" fly fishing reels with spare spools £35-45

652 Four Wheatley fly fishing boxes and contents together with two plastic fly boxes containing salmon and trout
flies £35-45

653 Sharpe of Aberdeen, The J S Sharpe 8' two piece split cane fly fishing rod with original bag £35-45

654 A Shakespeare Expedition 14' 9/10 line weight six piece travel salmon fishing rod in original cloth bag £35-45

655 One hundred Victorian and later black and white and coloured postcards of beauties £30-40

656 A collection of black and white postcards £30-40
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657 A blue album of Victorian and later Commonwealth used stamps, two ring bound albums of mint and used
world stamps including Australia, Belgium, Canada, Ceylon, France, West Germany, Portugal, Philipines,
Norway, New Zealand, Netherlands, an album of used world stamps - GB, Spain, New Zealand, Italy, Canada
and Australia £50-75

658 Two Lincoln albums of world stamps together with five albums of used world stamps - British South Africa,
India, Japan, Russia, Southern Rhodesia, GB, etc £40-60

659 Indian Postage Stamp Centenary album 1854-1954, 9 albums of used world stamps, stock book of world
stamps, The Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Stamp Collecting and five sets of Botswana presentation stamps
£40-60

660 Seven albums of various used world stamps including GB, Switzerland, etc £40-60

661 An album of Canadian mint stamps - Edward VII to Elizabeth II, stock book of used Canadian stamps Victoria
to Elizabeth II and a ring bound album of GB presentation stamps £40-60

662 An album of George V to Queen Elizabeth II mint GB stamps, green album of Elizabeth II mint and used GB
stamps and 1 other album of used GB stamps £40-60

663 A collection of geological samples £30-40

664 A carved ostrich egg decorated a figure of a lady and a 3 masted sailing ship 16cm complete with glass dome
£30-50

665 An Austrian novelty cigar cutter in the form of a champagne bottle marked Veuve Clicquot 13cm together with
a carved Meerschaum cheroot holder decorated a dog with amber mouthpiece 10cm £30-50

666 Ross of London, a 2" multiscope objective and ditto 1" in a brass cylindrical cases, a Physiol 53 X10 ditto and
2 V Watson and Sons 1/6" lenses £30-50

667 A 1950's chrome double sided compact handbag 10cm x 6cm x 3cm together with a Perdio transistor radio in
red leather finished case £35-45

668 A table mounted apple peeler 4cm x 30cm x 10cm £30-50

669 A 19th Century cast metal candlestick in the form of a seated figure, raised on a pierced base 26cm x 13cm
£30-50

670 Elliott Brothers, a War Office issue surveyors dumpy level marked WD 5630 Elliott Brothers London, cased
£40-60

671 A Jennings tinplate clockwork motorway racing game 49cm x 33cm complete with 3 cars £30-50

672 A Masonic Ancient and Accepted Rite Rose Croix 18th degree apron together with a Provincial Grand Officer's
undress apron, collar and collar jewel, a Valencia Assistant Grand Director of Ceremonies £30-50

673 A pair of 1930's spelter figures of a standing lady and gentleman 28cm x 5cm £40-60

674 A 1950's gilt resin table lamp in the form of a standing cherub, raised on a circular base 13cm £40-50

675 A 1950's Georgia Jacob "Athena" handkerchief style table lamp 52cm x 17cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

676 A bronze candlestick in the form of a standing figure on a circular base 24cm h x 8cm diam. £30-50

677 A polished brass circular urn and cover 15cm, a pair of brass candlesticks on circular bases 26cm, pair of
Japanese engraved club shaped vases 12cm and a candle snuffer £30-50

678 T L Aynsley Cardiff and Newport, a brass sexant in a mahogany carrying case £40-60

Wooden handle is missing and the mirror is cracked

679 The Bell Punch Company Ltd, an automatic ticket machine 19cm x 15cm £30-50

680 A black Bakelite dial telephone the base marked E2 and FWR 63/2, together with a 1970's yellow dial
telephone £40-60

681 Two Masai spears one 90cm the other 91cm with double bladed points and 1 other spear with a leaf shaped
point 90cm £40-60
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682 An Embassy trumpet complete with mouthpiece and 3 mutes, contained in a carrying case £40-60

683 A Hornby Dublo locomotive - Duchess of Atholl and tender, a metal signal box, various track etc, boxed £30-50

Two of the side flaps to the box are missing

684 A Nomo Gnonam Biolam Russian binocular microscope with carrying case £40-60

685 Taxidermy, a stuffed and mounted barn owl mantling a "weasel" contained in naturalistic case  40cm x 48cm x
43cm £40-60

686 A pair of Becara bronze cold painted candlesticks in the form of toads 21cm x 7cm x 5cm £30-40

687 A 1930's Toleware style green painted wrought iron occasional table with detachable tray 50cm x 30cm £30-50

Some crazing to the top, replacement screw to the base

688 A Victorian green chenille and embroidered table runner decorated flowers 247cm x 43cm £40-60

689 A 19th Century gilt metal candlestick with later sconce and serpent porcelain panel, converted to a table lamp
39cm £40-60

690 An Edwardian Continental gilt metal and glass 6 light electrolier 65cm h x 74cm diam. £100-150

691 An Adams and Edwardian style copper and opaque glass light fitting with rams mask decoration to the side
60cm h x 29cm £50-75

692 A metal framed fretsaw 93cm x 67cm x 44cm £40-60

693 A 1930's metal convector heater contained in a rectangular grilled metal case with gilt metal swags and
embellishment, grey veined marble top, 94cm h x 94cm w x 16cm (this item is for decorative purposes only)
£40-60

694 A Second World War SA and RB dispatch rider's waxed coat, size 8, dated 1944 £80-120

695 An original Corgi Toys 216 Goldfinger James Bond Aston Martin DBS box with inner display card (no car),
secret instructions and spare passenger in original envelope, together with 5 late Matchbox box vehicles.
£40-50

696 A 1970s Sinclair sovereign digital calculator in original box with fitted plastic case and red insert. £40-60

697 A pair of Victorian brass candlesticks in the form of griffins 17cm h x 20cm x 9cm ( photo centre pages )
£60-80

698 A Hardy Bros chrome cased thermometer, ditto line snip on retractor and a ditto spring balance £30-40

699 Two bamboo riding crops with stag horn handles £30-40
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints

Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.

801 Charles Johnson Payne (Snaffles, 1884-1967) a limited edition coloured hunting print signed, "A Sight to Take
Home and Dream About" 30cm x 54cm,  no. 19 of 850 £50-75

802 19th Century oil on canvas, portrait of a lady, contained in a decorative gilt frame 73cm x 60cm (relined)
£50-100

803 Chris Adams, oil on board "Shall We" study of cattle, the reverse with Aberfeldy Gallery label 15cm x 44cm
£50-75

804 Thomas Bush Hardy (1842-1897), watercolour drawing "Mending Nets Brek-Sur-Mer Holland" signed to
bottom right hand corner 31cm x 49cm ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

805 19th Century oil on canvas unsigned, study of a thatched cottage with cow and figure by a fence with chickens
31cm x 53cm £80-120

This painting has been relined

806 J S, 19th Century oil on canvas, mountain scene with river and trees, figure fishing, monogrammed to left hand
corner 29cm x 45cm, label to reverse £50-75

807 A 19th Century style indistinctly signed pastel portrait of a young lady in a garden terrace with a dog at her feet
52cm x 36cm £80-120

808 Macdonald Bruce, oil on board signed, still life study of a vase of flowers on a table 50cm x 60cm £50-75

809 William Albert Clark (1880-1963) oil on canvas, study of a standing shire horse "Lockinge Blagdon" (22542)
50cm x 60cm, signed and dated 1908 ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

810 Contemporary oil painting on canvas, study of a bonnetted girl 59cm x 49cm £70-90

811 Mac Bruce, oil on board signed, farm buildings in winter landscape 40cm x 50cm £40-60

812 Miguel Pineda Monton, active 1880-1890, oil on canvas, study of a square in Valencia, Spain 48cm x 32cm (
photo centre pages ) £1000-1500

813 Ian Hansen (Australian b.1948), oil on canvas "The Investigator" off Wilson's Point" Tasmania 1801 29cm x
39cm, with Geo. Styles Gallery label to reverse ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

814 John Clarke Uren (1845-1932), a watercolour study Cornish harbour with beached fishing boats, signed, 24cm
x 49cm £50-75

Some foxing to the centre

815 19th Century oil on canvas, rural scene with figure watering a horse, 31cm x 53cm £70-90

816 Watercolour, rocky beach scene with fishing boats, indistinctly signed and dated to bottom left hand corner,
20cm x 48cm £50-75

817 Susan Hillier, gouache drawing, study of flowers, signed, 46cm x 35cm £50-75

818 A 19th/20th Century watercolour, unsigned, Persian? market scene with figures before an arch 32cm x 28cm
£60-80

819 C A Bridley, watercolour drawing, cottage garden, signed and dated 1920 to bottom left hand corner, 28cm x
22cm £50-75
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820 Leonard Pearman 1912-2003, oil on canvas, study of a standing leopard, signed to bottom right hand corner
16cm x 24cm, the reverse with Fraser Carver Gallery label £50-75

821 Samuel Milton John Brown (1873-1963), watercolour, study of a 3 masted sailing ship in full sail, signed to
bottom left corner 33cm x 23cm £150-200

822 James Matthews, 19th/20th British School watercolours, a pair, "At West Clandon and Near Ripley Surrey"
rural scenes 25cm x 36cm £60-80

823 Nancy Casey, watercolour, study of a thatched cottage with picket fence, signed and dated 1909 to right hand
corner 23cm x 34cm £50-75

824 Peter Hayman (b 1930), watercolour, Suffolk scene with track and birds flying, signed to bottom right corner
25cm x 35cm, reverse with Fraser Gallery label £50-75

825 Kenneth Denton 1932, oil on board, signed and titled to the reverse "The Claud Hunstanton" numbered
30/28/40/9, 70cm x 74cm, also signed to bottom left corner £80-120

826 Kenneth Denton 1932, oil on board "Spring Morning Lamorna Cornwall", reverse marked 4216/1/1, signed
Kenneth Denton and with Fraser Gallery label, 39cm x 60cm £100-150

827 N Hinchcliffe, watercolour, snowy landscape with watermill 35cm x 54cm, signed to bottom right corner,
reverse with Fraser Gallery label £50-75

828 Emily R Stones, watercolour "Boat at Low Tide" the reverse with certificate of authenticity from The Collection
of Eugene Okarma 35cm x 23cm £50-75

829 Linda Le Kinff, artists proof limited edition serigraph, oil on board "Victory" the reverse marked AP2/15 62cm x
52cm, signed to the centre £50-75

830 Judith Rodker, an embroidery of standing elephants, signed Judith Rodker 1973 49cm x 62cm, the reverse the
with Paris Salon 1975 label and also a Thames Ditton address label £50-75

831 Aubrey Sykes 1910-1995, still life study of a Turkish coffee pot, oranges and a tray 47cm x 51cm, signed to top
left hand corner £50-75

832 Linda Le Kinff (French b.1949), limited edition embellished serigraph, impressionist study of a lady with flowers
48cm x 39cm, signed to bottom right corner, the reverse marked 74/150 £50-75

833 Philip Michell 1814-1896, watercolour, figure shrimping and beached fishing boats, buildings and cove in
distance 32cm x 50cm £50-75

834 J C Uren, watercolour, beached fishing boats with rocky outcrop 34cm x 52cm, signed to bottom left corner
£50-75

Some foxing

835 Edward Bouverie Hoyton RA FRSA, (1900-1988), aquatint etching, thatched country cottage with bridge and
stream 25cm x 35cm, signed to bottom right corner £50-75

836 Edward Bouverie Hoyton RA FRSA, (1900-1980), an aquatint engraving of a thatched cottage with figure
walking 25cm x 34cm, signed to bottom right corner £50-75

837 ** Stephen Buckley (1944), abstract mixed media on canvas "Elbe" (A), dated 1966, signed on reverse 76cm x
102cm ** Please Note: Artist's Re-sale Right may be payable on this lot ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

838 A pair of 19th Century oil paintings on canvas, unsigned, portrait studies of lady and gentleman 75cm x 61cm (
photo centre pages ) £150-200

Both pictures have been holed and patched

839 An 18th/19th Century Berlin wool work and stumpwork picture of a standing shepherd by a tree with sheep
35cm x 42cm £40-60

Some wear to the top left hand corner
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840 A Victorian beadwork picture of a standing knight with lady 53cm x 41cm, contained in a maple frame £50-75

841 Two early 20th Century Japanese oils signed, extensive landscapes with figures contained in 2 colour lacquer
frames 37cm x 60cm £40-60

842 Mark Chester 1960, acrylic drawing of a lion 34cm x 45cm, signed, the reverse with Mark Chester Gallery label
£50-75

843 An 18th/19th Century circular portrait miniature on copper, study of a lady, 8cm, contained in an ebonised and
gilt mounted frame £50-75

844 A folio of 25 19th Century botanical watercolour studies £40-60
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments

851 An 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock, the 30cm arched dial marked James Kirby St Knots with
subsidiary second hand and calendar aperture, contained in an oak case with later turned finials and later oak
bracket foot to the base, 218cm h x 23cm w x 45cm d, complete with pendulum, key and weights ( photo
centre pages ) £200-300

852 A 1930's chiming mantel clock the 15cm silvered dial with Arabic numerals contained in a mahogany admiral's
hat shaped case raised on bracket feet complete with pendulum, no key, 27cm h x 48cm w x 17cm d £30-50

Contact marks in places

853 A Continental mantel timepiece, the 8cm enamelled dial with Roman numerals, contained in a walnut and gilt
mounted case, having a gridiron pendulum 48cm h x 10cm w x 18cm d, complete with key £40-60

There are chips to the enamel at the winding hole, split to the top of the case, section of gilt work is missing,
the clock is currently running

854 Mappin & Webb, a 19th/20th Century 8 day timepiece with enamelled dial, Roman numerals marked Exao by
Mappin & Webb, contained in a gilt metal case, complete with key and red leather travelling case 10cm x 8cm
h x 5cm d £50-75

The movement is loose within the case, clock is currently running

855 A French bedroom timepiece with 8cm enamelled dial, Arabic numerals, contained in inlaid mahogany case,
the back plate marked C & Co, Made in France, complete with key 16cm h x 21cm w x 8cm d £40-60

Damage to the side of the case and to the enamel by the figure 3, bun feet are missing

856 A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with 4cm circular enamelled dial, Roman numerals, contained
in a gilt metal case complete with key 11cm x 8cm x 6cm £40-60

This clock is currently not running

857 A timepiece contained in an arch shaped orange and purple veined marble case the 5cm dial with Roman
numerals marked "A La Renaissance Le Havre", 13cm x 9.5cm x 4cm, no key £40-60

The clock is currently running

858 A French 8 day carriage timepiece with 6cm enamelled dial and Roman numeral contained in a gilt case 11cm
x 8cm x 6cm £30-40

There is a crack and chip to the dial, left hand glass panel is damaged, the clock is not running

859 A French bedroom timepiece with enamelled dial, Arabic numerals, contained in an arch shaped inlaid
mahogany case 13cm x 15cm x 7cm £30-40

860 Fabrique J Martin, a 19th Century French 8 day 4 glass mantel clock with 9cm enamelled dial, Roman
numerals, twin mercurial pendulum, striking on a gong, contained in a gilt metal case surmounted by a lidded
urn and cover 38cm h x 17cm w x 14cm d, complete with pendulum and key ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

The clock is currently running

861 A carriage clock with enamelled dial Roman numerals, contained in a gilt case complete with key 10cm x 7cm
x 6cm £40-60

The clock is currently not running

862 A 1930's striking bracket clock with 14cm arched silvered dial, Roman numerals, strike/silent dial, complete
with pendulum and key, contained in an arched mahogany case 26cm h x 21cm w x 13cm d £30-40
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863 Japy Freres, a 19th Century French 8 day striking timepiece with Roman numerals contained in white marble
and gilt mounted case with gilt swags supported by 2 cherubs, the back plate marked 48470 Japy Freres 38cm
h x 25cm w x 14cm d, complete with pendulum and key ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

The clock is currently running

864 A Continental alarm wall clock, striking on a gong, 24cm circular dial and Arabic numerals, contained in a
mahogany case, complete with pendulum and key 14cm h x 34cm diam. £50-75

865 Knight and Gibbs, a Victorian style battery operated bedroom timepiece with 8cm enamelled dial, Roman
numerals, contained in an inlaid mahogany case 23cm x 14cm x 7cm £40-60

866 Japy Freres, a French 19th Century 8 day striking on bell mantel clock, the 9cm enamelled dial with Roman
numerals, contained in a white veined marble case with gilt metal mounts, surmounted by a lidded urn, the
back plated marked Japy Freres 38327, complete with pendulum and key  44cm x 22cm x 14cm £80-120

The clock is currently running, some light chips in places

867 Jules Richard, a thermograph contained in a black painted case 21cm x 23cm x 10cm, base no. 0880 with 2
keys and currently working £40-60

868 A 19th Century timepiece with 8cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals, contained in a walnut and ebonised case
complete with pendulum, back plate marked 37773, no key 18cm h x 16cm w x 10cm d £30-50

869 National Time Recorder Company Ltd., a clocking in clock, the 22cm painted dial marked National Time
Recorder Company Ltd Aquinas Street, Stamford Street, London ES1, contained in an oak case, complete
with pendulum, 2 case keys and an associated winding key (together with various photographs, showing its
restoration) 98cm h x 33cm w x 28cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-200

Clock is currently running, dial marked in places

870 Lardot Boyon, an Art Deco clock garniture comprising a 4 glass French mantel clock with marble surround, the
back plated marked 30942 striking on bell, the rectangular marble effect dial with Arabic numerals the marble
case supported by 2 spelter figures of pheasants marked Rochard 38cm h x 47cm w x 12cm d together with 2
twin handled side urns 28cm x 11cm x 9cm  (no key) ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

There are 2 chips to the back section of glazed panelled door and a small section of glass is missing to the top
left hand side of the front glazed panelled door

871 A 1940's Swiss car clock with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals contained in an aluminium case 6cm (not
running) £30-40

872 An Ansonia American 19th Century 8 day striking mantel clock with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals
contained in an iron case complete with pendulum, no key 24cm x 29cm x 12cm £30-50

873 An Art Deco chiming mantel clock with square silvered dial and Arabic numerals contained in a walnut case
complete with pendulum and key 22cm x 28cm x 11cm £30-50

874 An Ansonia American 19th Century 8 day mantel clock with enamelled dial, Roman numerals and visible
escapement, contained in an iron architectural case 30cm x 41cm x 14cm (no pendulum or key) £30-50

875 A 19th Century French striking mantel clock with 13cm painted dial, Roman numerals, contained in a walnut
arch shaped case 29cm x 24cm x 14cm d, complete with pendulum (no key) £30-40

876 A 19th Century French 8 day mantel clock with Roman numerals, contained in a marble twin colour
architectural case 22cm h x 28cm w x 13cm d, complete with pendulum, no bell, or key £30-50

877 T H Doublet of 4 City Road, London, a 19th Century mercury stick barometer and thermometer in a mahogany
case 96cm h x 12cm x 4cm £40-60

The case has water damage
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878 William Attwood of Lewes, an 18th Century 30 hour striking on bell longcase clock, with birdcage movement,
the 28cm dial marked William Attwood Lewes, with gilt painted spandrels, Roman numerals, complete with
pendulum and weight, contained an oak case 197cm h ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

The clock is currently running

879 A 20th Century 8 day carriage alarm clock, the enamelled dial with Roman numerals marked Rappost Fondee
En 1900, 12cm h x 8cm w x 6.5cm d (complete with key) £50-75

The clock is currently running although the alarm is overwound
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Rugs and Carpets

881 A rust ground Persian style machine made runner with stylised medallion to the centre 225cm x 75cm £40-60

882 A Kashmiri white and floral patterned panel 165cm x 103cm £40-60

883 A red and blue ground Afghan rug with 51 octagons to the centre 206cm x 159cm £70-90

Faded in places

884 A cream and blue ground Caucasian style runner 312cm x 83cm £70-90

885 A terracotta and cream ground machine made Persian style carpet 500cm x 337cm £40-60

A 50cm x 12cm patch to the side

886 A yellow, turquoise and green ground Chobi Kilim with 3 diamonds to the centre 125cm x 85cm £70-90

887 A green, turquoise and white ground Chobi Kilim runner with overall diamond design 244cm x 78cm £100-140

888 A Karandi shawl/panel 221cm x 96cm £50-70

889 A green, white and orange ground Chobi Kilim rug with all over diamond design 150cm x 100cm £90-120

890 An Indian yellow and green ground patchwork wall hanging 147cm x 98cm £40-50

891 A faded green, white and brown ground Chobi Kilim runner with stylised diamonds to the centre 194cm x 59cm
£80-100

892 A blue and grey ground Moji Jaldar circular rug with medallions to the centre surrounded by hooked medallions
63cm diam. £35-45

893 A blue, tan and green ground Meshwani runner with all over diamond design 205cm x 63cm £70-90

894 A  white, green and brown ground Chobi Kilim with all over diamond design 182cm x 123cm £120-150

895 A blue and red ground Meshwani runner with overall geometric design 274cm x 64cm £100-140

896 A turquoise, brown and white ground Chobi Kilim runner 146cm x 64cm £60-80

897 A brown, black and orange Belouche rug with 3 octagons to the centre 145cm x 88cm £90-120

898 A green, white and tan ground Maimana Kilim runner with all over geometric designs 293cm x 85cm £100-140

899 A brown, red and blue ground Belouche prayer rug 137cm x 85cm £90-120

900 An Indian white and floral ground rug 243cm x 152cm £30-50

901 A Turkey green ground and floral patterned carpet with central medallion 343cm x 252cm £60-90

Signs of old moth in places, light staining

902 A yellow ground silk Persian rug with deep fringe 82cm x 53cm £40-60

903 A white, orange, pink and blue ground Caucasian style carpet with 3 medallions to the centre, within a multi
row border 319cm x 230cm £70-90

Some staining in places
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture

931 An Edwardian oval inlaid and crossbanded mahogany 2 tier etagere with detachable tray to the top, raised on
outswept supports united by an X framed stretcher 183cm h x 88cm w x 56cm d ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

Contact marks and pitting in places, split to the stretcher

932 A 1950's Queen Anne style quarter veneered bow front sideboard with raised back, fitted 3 drawers, flanked by
cupboards enclosed by panelled doors, raised on cabriole supports 99cm h x 154cm w x 53cm d £50-75

Contact marks in places, missing escutcheon to right hand door

933 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany cabinet with raised back fitted 2 drawers above a pair of panelled doors 103cm
h x 118cm w x 44cm d £50-75

Contact marks and scratches to the top, front is sun bleached

934 A mahogany Globe Wernicke style 4 tier bookcase enclosed by glazed panelled doors 144cm h x 89cm w x
28cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

935 A Georgian style bow front bookcase, the upper section fitted 2 drawers with ring drop handles above 2
shelves, raised on bracket feet 77cm h x 54cm w x 33cm d £50-75

936 A Georgian domed inlaid mahogany twin compartment tea caddy with hinged lid 12cm h x 23cm w x 11cm d
£40-60

Slight staining to top, contact marks in places

937 A Georgian style crossbanded mahogany sideboard of serpentine outline, fitted 1 long drawer, secret drawer
and pair of cupboards with ring drop handles, raised on square tapered supports, spade feet 92cm h x 152cm
w x 52cm d £50-75

Contact marks and scratches in places

938 A 19th Century rectangular mahogany 3 tier buffet with 3/4 gallery and 2 drawers with turned handles, raised
on brass caps and casters 102cm h x 107cm w x 35cm d £50-75

Ring and contact marks to the top, light scratches in places

939 A Victorian arched carved oak hall chair with solid seat and back, raised on turned and fluted supports with
Corinthian capital legs 97cm h x 57cm w x 50cm d (seat 40cm x 35cm) £40-60

5cm section of moulding missing to the back right hand edge and a 9cm section of moulding missing to the left
hand front edge, frame loose, water marks to the seat

940 A 19th Century mahogany bow front chest with replacement brass countersunk handles, fitted 2 short and 3
long drawers raised on splayed bracket feet 116cm h x 123cm w x 55cm d £100-150

Contact marks in places

941 An Edwardian walnut table top chest of 6 drawers with brass swan neck drop handles 45cm h x 39cm w x
25cm d (light contact marks) £40-60

942 A Victorian inlaid walnut 3 section Canterbury with fretted panels, the base fitted a drawer, raised on turned
supports 49cm h x 56cm w x 38cm d £60-80

Sun bleached in places, light water marks

943 An Edwardian Georgian style circular inlaid bleached mahogany kettle stand, raised on a pillar and tripod base
41cm h x 24cm diam. £40-60

Section of inlay missing to the centre, heavily sun bleached, small section of timber missing to top of 1 of the
legs
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944 A 19th Century inlaid and crossbanded mahogany twin handled trinket box with hinged lid, the leather interior
marked Ann Turner, raised on bun feet 19cm h x 34cm w x 25cm d £30-40

Split to the top, top is warped, the inlay to the front has been replaced

945 A Georgian style serpentine fronted crossbanded mahogany side table fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers,
raised on square tapered supports, spade feet 86cm h x 92cm w x 48cm d £50-75

Light contact marks in places

946 A 19th Century mahogany wardrobe with moulded and dentil cornice enclose by a panelled door, the base with
dummy drawer, raised on bracket feet 178cm h x 98cm w x 47cm d £80-120

Contact marks in places

947 A 20th Century Rococo style circular pine and wrought iron dining table, raised on verdigris wrought iron base
78cm h x 149cm diam. £80-120

948 A 19th Century mahogany drop flap dining table, raised on square tapered supports with brass caps and
casters 75cm h x 116cm x 50cm £40-60

Both flaps are warped, sun bleaching to the leg

949 An Art Nouveau mahogany record cabinet, upper section fitted a drawer, base enclosed by panelled doors,
raised on square supports 104cm h x 60cm w x 45cm d £50-75

Sun bleached, scratches to the top

950 A nest of 3 Ipswich style rectangular oak interfitting coffee tables, raised on turned and block supports 45cm h
x 50cm w x 27cm d £50-75

951 A French 20th Century circular 2 tier walnut occasional table with pierced metal grill fitted a drawer, raised on
cabriole supports 72cm h x 36cm diam. £40-60

952 An Edwardian ebonised mahogany Chippendale style rectangular bijouterie table with undertier and blind fret
work decoration, raised on square supports 75cm h x 58cm w x 41cm d £60-80

Frame is loose, no key

953 An Edwardian circular inlaid mahogany 3 tier jardiniere stand, raised on outswept supports 107cm h x 33cm
diam. £50-75

Sun bleached, contact marks in places

954 An Art Deco mahogany display cabinet with raised back, fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by astragal glazed
panelled doors, on cabriole supports 128cm h x 58cm w x 32cm d £40-60

Light contact marks in places

955 A shaped plate mirror contained in a carved wood and white painted plaster frame 62cm x 39cm £50-75

Some chips to high points

956 A Georgian sarcophagus shaped tea caddy with hinged lid, interior fitted a tray, having brass ring drop
handles, raised on bun feet 13cm h x 29cm w x 15cm d £40-60

Scratch to top, small section of veneer missing to right hand edge

957 A light oak rectangular organ stool raised on outswept supports 65cm h x 151cm w x 29cm d £50-75

Ring marks to the top

958 A nest of 3 rectangular Georgian style mahogany interfitting coffee tables, the smallest numbered 4552, raised
on turned supports 60cm h x 41cm w x 31cm d £40-60

All frames are loose, some sun bleaching and water marks

959 A 19th Century pitched pine church pew 92cm h x 118cm w x 52cm d (seat 98cm w x 30cm d) £70-90

Contact marks in places, 5 holes to the sides
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960 An Ipswich style bleached oak drop flap gateleg tea table, raised on spiral turned supports 48cm h x 60cm w x
20cm d £40-60

Sun bleached, water marks to the top

961 A 1950's Queen Anne style quarter veneered walnut dining table, raised on cabriole supports 73cm h x 182cm
w x 84cm d £50-75

962 A 19th Century French walnut display cabinet, fitted shelves enclosed by glazed panelled doors, raised on bun
feet 148cm h x 116cm w x 51cm d £50-75

Top is warped and cracked, contact marks, sun bleached in places

963 An Art Deco marked "Victoria" record cabinet, fitted a drawer and dividers, enclosed by panelled doors 99cm h
x 52cm w x 45cm d £40-60

The top is sun bleached, water marked and scratched in places

964 A Chippendale style mahogany 3 tier wall shelf with fret work decoration to the side and 2 drawers 86cm h x
52cm w x 20cm d £40-60

965 A Victorian inlaid rosewood sideboard fitted a recess flanked by cupboards enclosed by glazed panelled doors,
with bobbin turned decoration 99cm h x 122cm w x 39cm d £50-75

Two filled holes to the top, slight split, scratches in places

966 A Victorian mahogany rectangular stool raised on turned supports upholstered in floral material 40cm h x 59cm
w x 35cm d £30-50

Contact marks in places

967 A 19th Century rectangular inlaid and crossbanded mahogany box, fitted as a stationery box with brass swan
neck handle to the top 17cm h x 25cm w x 17cm d £40-60

Split to top, box has been repolished

968 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany display cabinet with shaped top, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed
panelled doors, the base fitted an undertier, raised on square tapered supports 170cm h x 90cm w x 34cm d (
photo centre pages ) £100-150

Paint splashes in places

969 A Victorian mahogany Duchess dressing table of serpentine outline, with oval bevelled plate mirror, 2 secret
drawers, 1 long and 6 short drawers, raised on turned supports with undertier 154cm h x 109cm w x 50cm d
£60-90

Sun bleached in places, pitting to the top, silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

970 A 17th/18th Century oval oak gateleg drop flap dining table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on turned supports
69cm h x 106cm w x 39cm d £30-40

There is a split to the top, water marks, 1 of the flaps is warped

971 A Victorian burr walnut and crossbanded work box with deep basket, gilt metal mounts, raised on standard end
supports with turned stretcher, 74cm h x 58cm w x 47cm d £60-80

The top is warped and scratched and there are several small sections of veneer missing from around the
drawer. The table is slightly rickety.

972 A Georgian inlaid mahogany bureau, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 4 drawers with
replacement oval plate drop handles 107cm h x 114cm w x 55cm d £30-40

Contact and water marks in places
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973 An Edwardian Art Nouveau inlaid mahogany display cabinet, the centre section fitted shelves enclosed by
panelled doors, flanked by a pair of niches above cupboards enclosed by panelled doors, having an undertier
and raised on cabriole supports 174cm h x 123cm w x 28cm d £40-60

This lot has some contact marks throughout and has a chip to the centre of cornice. All cabinets are lockable
and the lot is complete with a key.

974 A childs oak rocking crib formed from panels of old 18th Century timber and with zinc liner 65cm h x 61cm x
92cm £70-90

Split to top, scuffing in places

975 A William IV turned mahogany bedpost torchere raised on a circular base 146cm h x 20cm diam. £40-60

Split to the top

976 A walnut writing table with green inset writing surface above 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised on cabriole
supports 81cm h x 107cm w 50cm d £40-60

Section of veneer missing to the top left hand edge, some sun bleaching

977 A Victorian rosewood and brass banded writing slope with hinged lid 12cm h x 40cm w x 23cm d £40-60

Split to top, scratching in place, brass escutcheon is slightly off centre

978 Thonet, three bentwood tub back armchairs, raised on turned supports 81cm h x 62cm w, circular seats 47cm
diam., base of each seat labelled Thonet (one label with tear and marked 202) £80-120

Contact marks and rubbing in places

979 An Edwardian rectangular mahogany bijouterie table of serpentine outline and bevelled glass panel to the top,
raised on cabriole supports with undertier 76cm h x 59cm w x 42cm d £80-120

Light contact marks and scratches in places, no key

980 A 19th Century rosewood "apprentice" cabinet with moulded cornice, enclosed by mirror panelled door, the
base fitted a drawer, raised on turned supports 44cm h x 28cm w x 14cm d £40-60

Deterioration to the silvering of the mirror

981 A 19th Century square mahogany enclosed washstand, fitted 3 bowl receptacles above cupboard enclosed by
a panelled door, the base with drawer and X framed undertier, raised on square supports 85cm h x 37cm w x
38cm d £40-60

The top and door are warped, there is split to the door

982 A Georgian mahogany tea table raised on square tapered supports 75cm h x 89cm w x 44cm d £30-40

Top is slightly warped, scratched, water and ring marks in places, small section of timber let in to the back of
the base to the right hand edge, contact marks throughout, sun bleached, signs of old but treated worm to the
back

983 A Victorian mahogany bookcase on cabinet, the upper section with moulded cornice, the shelved interior
enclosed by a pair of arched panelled doors, the base with drawer above cupboards enclosed by panelled
doors, raised on a platform base 205cm h x 110cm w x 35cm d £80-120

Splits to the panel of the upper section, escutcheon is missing to the base door

984 A set of 3 and one other Thames Valley ebonised elm hoop back Gothic tracery Windsor dining chairs with
solid seats, raised on turned supports united by H framed stretchers, 2 of the backs marked RR, 1 marked TB
and 1 is unmarked 88cm h x 38cm w x 38cm d (seats 21cm x 23cm) ( photo centre pages ) £600-800

Rubbing to the ebonising on high points

985 A Victorian mahogany Wellington chest of 7 drawers with turned handles, raised on a platform base 105cm h x
47cm w x 35cm d £160-190

The top is warped, split and minor sections of veneer are missing in places. The locking plate is present and
there are two keys inside the lot.
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986 A Victorian triple inverted breakfront wardrobe with moulded cornice, the centre section fitted 4 shallow trays
above 2 drawers with brass swan neck handles enclosed by arched plate panelled door, flanked by cupboards
with hanging space above 1 long drawer 220cm h x 205cm w x 74cm d £80-100

The veneer is blistering to the left hand edge of the cornice, small sections of veneer missing to the left hand to
front and back  of the cornice, front escutcheon is missing to the central door, a small section of veneer is
missing below the escutcheon and to the left hand of the base, small section of timber missing to the right
hand back of the main body, old scratch, panel to the right hand door is slightly bowed, the door is slightly
warped, contact marks in places

987 A 19th/20th Century square mahogany bijouterie table with hinged lid, the base with undertier above 1 long
drawer and X framed stretcher 92cm h x 38cm w x 38cm d (formerly a bedside table) £50-75

Contact and scuffing marks in places, the piece is made up

988 An Edwardian beech framed folding winged campaign chair upholstered in red and white material 106cm h x
64cm w x 56cm d (seat 26cm x 34cm) £50-75

Some staining to the back, rubbing to high points

989 A 17th/18th Century oak mule chest of panelled construction with hinged lid, base with arcaded panel to the
front, base fitted 2 drawers 98cm h x 137cm w x 51cm d £100-150

Top is warped and split, ring and water marks, replacement lock, tongue to the lock is missing, splits to the
panelled front and 2 of the brass swan neck handles are missing

990 An inlaid Kingwood and gilt metal mounted kidney shaped occasional table, fitted a drawer, raised on cabriole
supports with undertier 71cm h x 44cm w x 27cm d £80-100

Slight bend to the brass gallery, top has ring marks

991 A Georgian mahogany drop flap dining table, raised on square supports 70cm h x 103cm w x 44cm d £40-60

Small section of timber has been let in to the top which is warped

992 A 19th Century oval bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a gilt frame with sconces to the base 65cm h x
38cm w £50-75

Sections of gilt plaster missing to the crest and to the sconces, silvering to the mirror is showing signs of
deterioration

993 A Victorian rosewood inlaid mother of pearl and brass writing slope 14cm h x 35cm w x 23cm d £30-50

Top is warped and has a split

994 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany secretaire display cabinet, the upper section with moulded cornice, fitted
shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled door, the secretaire fall revealing a well fitted interior above 3
drawers with brass escutcheons and swan neck drop handles 177cm h x 71cm w x 40cm d ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

Sun bleached and contact marks in places

995 An oak Ipswich style draw leaf extending coffee table raised on cup and cover supports, the detachable
undertier to form the extra leaf, raised on bun feet 48cm h x 80cm w x 130cm l x 185cm l with leaf £80-120

996 An Edwardian mahogany kneehole pedestal desk with red inset writing surface above 1 long and 8 short
drawers with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on bracket feet 80cm h x 137cm w x 62cm d £80-120

There is scuffing to the leather top and throughout, some sun bleaching

997 A set of 8 20th Century Hepplewhite style mahogany camel back dining chairs with pierced vase shaped slat
backs and seats of serpentine outline, having Prince of Wales decoration, raised on square tapered supports
with H framed stretchers, comprising 2 carvers 98cm h x 52cm w x 45cm d and 6 standard chairs 97cm h x
52cm w x 47cm d £100-150

Contact marks in places, some seats have light staining
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998 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany double chair back settee with pierced lyre shaped panel to the centre,
upholstered seat and back, raised on square tapered supports, spade feet 87cm h x 105cm w x 46cm d (seat
87cm x 35cm) ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Stain to seat

999 A 19th Century mahogany tray top commode with 2 brass handles to the side, cupboard above drawer, raised
on square supports 67cm h x 38cm w x 38cm d £40-60

Top is split, split to both sides, scratched and sun bleached, 1 handle is missing

1000 A Georgian mahogany bow front hanging corner cabinet with raised back, fitted shelves enclosed by panelled
doors 97cm h x 59cm w x 40cm d £30-40

Split to the top and an old metal repair

1001 A Victorian mahogany circular revolving adjustable piano stool, raised on turned supports 48cm h x 37cm
diam. (currently no adjusting) £30-50

1002 A Hong Kong carved camphor coffer with hinged lid, raised on bracket feet 56cm h x 101cm w x 47cm d
£50-75

Split to top and ring marks

1003 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bookcase on cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by glazed
panelled doors, the base fitted a drawer above double cupboard enclosed by panelled doors, raised on a
platform base 210cm h x 89cm w x 41cm d £50-75

Sun bleached, scratching to the top

1004 An Edwardian inlaid and crossbanded walnut envelope card table fitted a drawer, raised on cabriole supports
76cm h x 56cm w x 56cm d £90-120

Section of cross banding missing to the top, there are water marks in places

1006 A 19th Century mahogany Pembroke table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on ring turned supports with brass
caps and casters 73cm h x 101cm w x 50cm d £30-40

Water and ink marks, pitting to the top

1007 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany open armchair with upholstered seat and arms, raised on turned supports
84cm h x 47cm w x 43cm d (seat 29cm x 30cm) £40-60

Chair is in barn condition

1008 An ottoman formed from the base of an Edwardian wardrobe with upholstered drop in seat, the base fitted a
drawer, raised on ogee bracket feet 42cm h x 135cm w x 52cm d £40-60

Gouge to top left hand edge, drawer front is warped and has a water stain

1009 A 19th Century mahogany drop flap dining table raised on turned supports ending in brass caps and casters
72cm h x 110cm w x 44cm d £40-60

Water marks, section of timber missing to both flaps

1010 An 18th Century oak dresser of small proportions, the raised back with moulded cornice fitted 3 shelves, the
base fitted 3 short and 1 squat drawer with brass pear drop handles, raised on cup and cover supports with
box framed stretcher 173cm h x 51cm w x 43cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

The left hand section of moulded cornice is missing, there is a split to the top, sun bleached

1011 A 19th Century oval crossbanded mahogany occasional table, raised on bobbin turned column and tripod base
69cm h x 50cm w x 25cm d £40-60

Sections of crossbanding are missing to the top, 2 old repairs to the tripod base

1012 A 17th/18th Century oval oak drop flap gateleg dining table, fitted 2 drawers with replacement brass handles,
raised on turned supports 70cm h x 119cm w x 35cm d £40-60

Split and scratches to the top, damage to both rule joints
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1013 A Victorian gilt and ebonised D shaped 2 tier occasional table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on turned and fluted
columns with outswept supports 75cm h x 69cm x 55cm £50-75

Top is split, has ring marks, bruise to left hand edge

1014 An Art Deco amber and green glass fan shaped bevelled plate frameless wall mirror 76cm h x 86cm w ( photo
centre pages ) £100-200

1015 An Edwardian pierced beech framed drawing room suite comprising double chair back settee on square
tapered supports 100cm h x 110cm w x 52cm d and pair of matching armchairs 108cm h x 54cm w x 50cm d
£60-80

All frames are loose, contact marks and sun bleached

1016 A 1930's light oak Art Deco bureau with crossbanded fall front above 4 long drawers with brass ring drop
handles, raised on bracket feet 100cm h x 76cm w x 42cm d £40-60

Water marks to the top

1017 A Victorian nursing chair upholstered in light coloured material, with a green and white loose cover, raised on
turned supports 63cm h x 64cm w x 36cm d £30-50

1018 A Victorian oak and brass banded writing slope with hinged lid 15cm x 30cm x 22cm £40-60

Contact marks and light scratches in places

1019 A Victorian carved mahogany bookcase on cabinet, the upper section with moulded cornice, interior fitted
adjustable shelves, base fitted 2 long drawers enclosed by a pair of panelled door, raised on a platform base
220cm h x 121cm w x 43cm d £50-75

Contact marks throughout, escutcheon is missing to the door of the base

1020 An 18th Century Dutch inlaid marquetry chest base fitted 2 drawers, raised on a later gilt and black painted
stand 60cm h x 79cm w x 47cm d £50-75

Contact marks in places, split to top

1021 A 19th Century Continental carved walnut show frame dining chair, the seat and back upholstered in pink
material, raised on cabriole supports 93cm x 50cm x 46cm  together with a similar chair 95cm x 49cm x 41cm
£40-60

Both frames are loose

1022 A Victorian style white painted pine pedestal dining table raised on pillar and tripod supports 139cm diam.
£40-60

Top is sun bleached and has contact marks

1023 A 19th Century oak bureau bookcase the later associated top fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed doors,
the fall front revealing a fitted interior above 4 long drawers 193cm h x 92cm w x 56cm d £70-90

Section of moulding missing to the left hand edge, split to the side

1024 A pair of 1930's Art Deco red lacquered open arm chairs with cane backs and upholstered seats, raised on
square supports 75cm h x 53cm w x 51cm d together with a matching stool with woven cane seat, on outswept
supports 43cm h x 40cm w x 30cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

1025 A Victorian rectangular carved oak occasional table with inset mirror panelled top, raised on cabriole supports
and ceramic casters 52cm h x 55cm w x 43cm d £40-60

1026 An Edwardian Art Nouveau inlaid mahogany show frame 2 seat sofa upholstered in yellow floral material,
raised on square supports 99cm h x 116cm w x 56cm d £40-60

Crack to the back, frame is loose and brading is missing in parts
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1027 A Victorian heavily carved oak corner cabinet, the upper section with shaped cornice fitted shelves enclosed
by a panelled door above a recess, the base with undertier and on bun feet 221cm h x 91cm w x 61cm d
£70-90

Contact marks and paint splashes in places

1028 A Victorian metal framed nursing chair upholstered in white material raised on turned supports 70cm h x 55cm
w x 43cm d £40-60

1029 A 19th/20th Century French kingwood armoire with carved cornice, fitted a hanging rail enclosed by a pair of
shaped bevelled plate mirrored doors, the base fitted a drawer, raised on cabriole supports 255 cm h x 128cm
w x 53cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-200

There are only 2 bolts that hold this lot together, silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1030 A Georgian inlaid mahogany breakfront sideboard fitted a drawer flanked by 1 short drawer above cupboard
and 1 long drawer with 2 dummy drawer front, 91cm h x 163cm w x 46cm d £50-75

The top is warped, has contact marks throughout, small section of veneer missing to the right hand edge of the
top

1031 A 19th Century mahogany Pembroke table fitted a drawer, raised on turned supports 72cm h x 95cm w x 46cm
d £40-60

Sun bleached

1032 A 19th Century French kingwood armoire with carved cornice, shelved interior and hanging rail enclosed by an
arch bevelled plate mirror panelled door, the  base fitted a drawer, raised on cabriole supports 247cm h x
109cm w x 50cm d £100-150

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1033 An early 16th century and later carved oak food or livery cupboard the body of pegged plank construction, the
upper cupboard having recessed shelf. The flanking front panels of pierced arcades above two carved panels
depicting a saltire with floral motifs. The 19th century central doors bearing similar saltire carved panels
97.5cm h x 96.5cm w x38cm d

The cupboard having a later Victorian carved oak top, mouldings and bun feet overall measuring 163cm h x
107cm w x 47cm d ( photo centre pages ) £1000-1500

There are signs of old but treated worm to the Victorian base door, this item has come from a local country
house

1034 A near pair of 19th Century mahogany Chippendale style slat back dining chairs with upholstered drop in
seats, raised on cabriole supports 95cm h x 53cm w x 43cm d £30-50

Both frames are loose, signs of old but treated worm, section of timber let in to the back of 1 of the legs

1035 A William IV circular mahogany breakfast table raised on chamfered column and triform base (cut down for use
as a coffee table) 46cm h x 99cm diam. £40-60

Some pitting and scratching to the top

1036 A 19th Century Chippendale style D shaped bevelled plate wall mirror contained in an inlaid mahogany frame
surmounted by a phoenix 80cm x 94cm £40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1037 Four mid 20th Century industrial stools, the tops formed from "tractor" seats, raised on tubular metal bases
81cm h x 43cm w x 50cm d (seats 27cm x 25cm) £80-120

1038 Three mid 20th Century industrial stools, the tops formed from "tractor" seats raised on tubular metal bases
81cm x 43cm x 50cm £50-75
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1039 A 19th Century Art Nouveau Continental walnut cabinet fitted a brushing slide above 2 long drawers, the base
enclosed by a pair of arched carved panelled doors, raised on a platform base 101cm h x 139cm w x 65cm d
£40-60

Holes to the back where a top would have been, top warped, signs of old but treated worm in places, copper
drop handle to the right hand drawer is missing

1040 A pair of Victorian carved oak hall chairs with solid seats and backs raised on turned supports 90cm h x 40cm
x 36cm £50-75

Frames are loose

1041 A Georgian mahogany bureau, the fall front revealing a fitted interior with pigeon holes and drawers above 4
drawers with brass swan neck handles, raised on bracket feet 110cm h x 100cm w x 56cm d £40-60

1042 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany wardrobe with arch shaped cornice enclosed by a bevelled plate mirrored door,
the base fitted a drawer, raised on splayed bracket feet 221cm h x 109cm w x 52cm d £50-75

1043 An Edwardian Art Nouveau light oak washstand with green tiled splash back, black veined marble top,
cupboard enclosed by panelled doors, raised on turned supports with 2 turned towel rails to the side 113cm h x
92cm w x 43cm d £40-60

One of the tiles to the back has a crack

1044 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany dressing chest with circular bevelled plate mirror to the back, the base fitted 2
glove drawers above 2 short and 2 long drawers, raised on turned supports 166cm h x 99cm w x 54cm d
£40-60

Split to the top, contact marks in places

1045 A set of 8 Edwardian Hepplewhite style mahogany slat back dining chairs with pierced slat backs and
upholstered drop in seats, raised on cabriole supports - 2 carvers 99cm h x 51cm w x 46cm d, 6 standard
chairs 95cm h x 45cm w x 43cm d £60-80

Some frames are loose, all have contact marks

1046 A 20th Century industrial iron and pine rectangular table, the top formed of 6 planks, raised on 2 arched iron
supports and with iron stretcher 99cm h x 231cm l x 79cm d £80-120

1047 A Victorian style bleached hardwood circular pedestal occasional table raised on a  turned baluster column
55cm h x 60cm diam. £30-50

1048 A Victorian inlaid rosewood 2 tier tea trolley fitted a drawer, the base with bobbin turned decoration 71cm h x
61cm w x 41cm £80-100

Top slightly warped and requires a polish

1049 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany breakfront display cabinet, the shelved interior enclosed by glazed panelled
doors, raised on outswept supports 123cm h x 93cm w x 37cm d £40-60

7 filled holes to the top, small section of timber missing by the lock

1050 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers with replacement brass handles, raised on
square tapered supports 78cm x 99cm w x 48cm d £40-60

Slight impression to the top, contact and scratch marks in places

1051 A Victorian coromandel and brass banded wedge shaped stationery box with fitted interior 17cm h x 25cm w x
15cm d £50-75

Contact marks in places

1052 A light oak Wellington chest of 12 drawers with brass swan neck drop handles 114cm h x 48cm w x 34cm d
£100-150

Ink stain to the top
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1053 An oak chest of 4 long drawers raised on bracket feet with brass swan neck drop handles 77cm h x 56cm w x
40cm d £80-100

Water, ring marks and ink stains to the top

1054 A set of 6 19th Century Hepplewhite style camel back dining chairs with pierced vase shaped slat backs and
upholstered drop in seats, raised on square supports 98cm h x 53cm w x 44cm d (seats 25cm x 27cm) £50-75

Contact marks in places, frames are loose, 2 have bolt repairs to the backs

1055 A 19th Century style demi-lune sideboard with flame mahogany top fitted a drawer above secret drawer
flanked by pair of cupboards enclosed by panelled doors, raised on square supports 95cm h x 120cm w x
60cm d £100-150

Sun bleached and light scratches in places

1056 A mahogany bachelor's chest of 4 long graduated drawers with swan neck drop handles, raised on bracket
feet 76cm h x 61cm w x 38cm d £100-150

Contact marks and scratches to the top

1057 A Georgian style mahogany D end extending dining table with 2 extra leaves, raised on a pillar and tripod
base, brass caps and casters 75cm h x 107cm w  x 167cm l x 252cm l with the leaves £50-75

Both pedestals have splits

1058 A Victorian inlaid rosewood bonheur du jour, the raised back fitted a mirror flanked by shelves, the fall front
revealing drawers and a well, raised on cabriole supports 133cm h x 72cm w x 45cm d £140-180

Ring marks to the top, hinge has replacement screw to the interior, 1 drawer handle missing and section of
veneer missing to interior, section of veneer missing to the top left hand of the leg

1059 A William Morris style beech framed open arm chair with spindle decoration to the back and sides, on square
supports 106cm h x 63cm w x 45cm d (seat 23cm x 30cm) £60-80

The ebonised frame has water marks and signs of wear throughout

1060 A Victorian carved light oak corner cabinet/bookcase with arched niche above recess fitted a pair of bevelled
plate mirror panelled doors, the cupboard beneath having a raised back to the sides and fitted adjustable
shelves 202cm x 170cm w x 71cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

1061 An Art Deco oval bevelled plate dressing table mirror contained in a walnut frame 44cm x 57cm x 20cm £40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1062 A mahogany canteen in the form of a Georgian chest fitted 2 long and 2 short drawers with undertier raised on
square tapered supports 83cm h x 61cm w x 45cm £50-75

Contact marks in places

1063 An oak stationery box of wedge form, having a stepped interior and drawer to base 22cm h x 29cm w x 14cm d
£30-40
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